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Defining Corporate Social Responsibility

1. Defining Corporate Social Responsibility
CSR “analyses economic, legal, moral, social and physical aspects of
environment”.
Barnard (1938)

...being the managers of other people's money than of their own, it cannot
well be expected that they should watch over it with the same anxious
vigilance with which partners in a private copartnery frequently watch over
their own. Like the stewards of a rich man, they ... consider attention to
small matters as not for their master's honour and very easily give
themselves a dispensation from having it.

1.1 Introduction
Corporate Social Responsibility (or CSR as we will call it throughout this book) is a concept
which has become dominant in business reporting. Every corporation has a policy concerning
CSR and produces a report annually detailing its activity. And of course each of us claims to be
able to recognise corporate activity which is socially responsible and activity which is not
socially responsible. There are two interesting pints about this: firstly we do not necessarily agree
with each other about what is socially responsible; and although we claim to recognise what it is
or is not when we are asked to define it then we find this impossibly difficult. Thus the number of
different definitions is huge and is this chapter we will look at some of these.

1.2 Definitions of CSR
The broadest definition of corporate social responsibility is concerned with what is – or should be
– the relationship between global corporations, governments of countries and individual citizens.
More locally the definition is concerned with the relationship between a corporation and the local
society in which it resides or operates. Another definition is concerned with the relationship
between a corporation and its stakeholders.
For us all of these definitions are pertinent and each represents a dimension of the issue. A
parallel debate is taking place in the arena of ethics – should corporations be controlled through
increased regulation or has the ethical base of citizenship been lost and needs replacing before
socially responsible behaviour will ensue? However this debate is represented it seems that it is
concerned with some sort of social contract between corporations and society.
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This social contract implies some form of altruistic behaviour – the converse of selfishness –
whereas self-interest connotes selfishness. Self-interest is central to the Utilitarian perspective
championed by such people as Bentham, Locke and J. S. Mill. The latter, for example, is
generally considered to have advocated as morally right the pursuit of the greatest happiness for
the greatest number – although the Utilitarian philosophy is actually much more based on
selfishness than this – something to which we will return later. Similarly Adam Smith’s freemarket economics, is predicated on competing self-interest.
These influential ideas put interest of the individual above interest of the collective. The central
tenet of social responsibility however is the social contract between all the stakeholders to society,
which is an essential requirement of civil society. This is alternatively described as citizenship
but for either term it is important to remember that the social responsibility needs to extend
beyond present members of society. Social responsibility also requires a responsibility towards
the future and towards future members of society. Subsumed within this is of course a
responsibility towards the environment – which we will also return to later – because of
implications for other members of society both now and in the future.
There is however no agreed definition of CSR so this raises the question as to what exactly can
be considered to be corporate social responsibility. According to the EU Commission [(2002)
347 final: 5],
“…CSR is a concept whereby companies integrate social and environmental concerns in
their business operations and in their interaction with their stakeholders on a voluntary
basis.”

1.2.1 Corporations are part of society
A growing number of writers however have recognised that the activities of an organisation
impact upon the external environment and have suggested that one of the roles of accounting
should be to report upon the impact of an organisation in this respect. Such a suggestion first
arose in the 1970’s and a concern with a wider view of company performance is taken by some
writers who evince concern with the social performance of a business, as a member of society at
large.
Indeed the desirability of considering the social performance of a business has not always
however been accepted and has been the subject of extensive debate. Thus Hetherington (1973:
37) states
“There is no reason to think that shareholders are willing to tolerate an amount of
corporate non-profit activity which appreciably reduces either dividends or the market
performance of the stock.”
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Conversely, writing at a similar time, Dahl (1972: 18) states
“....every large corporation should be thought of as a social enterprise; that is an entity
whose existence and decisions can be justified insofar as they serve public or social
purposes“
Similarly Carroll (1979), one of the early CSR theorists states that:
“business encompasses the economic, legal, ethical and discretionary expectations that
society has of organization at a given point in time”.
More recently this was echoed by Balabanis, Phillips and Lyall (1998), who declared that:
“in the modern commercial area, companies and their managers are subjected to well
publicised pressure to play an increasingly active role in [the welfare of] society.”
1.2.2 Profit is all that matters
Some writers have taken the view that a corporation should not be concerned with social
responsibility and you are certain to come across the statement from Milton Friedman, made in
1970:
“there is one and only one social responsibility of business – to use its resources and
engage in activities designed to increase its profits so long as it stays within the rules of
the game, which is to say, engages in open and free competition without deception or
fraud”.
Equally some people are more cynical in their view of corporate activity. So Drucker (1984) had
the opinion that:
“business turns a social problem into economic opportunity and economic benefit, into
productive capacity, into human competence, into well-paid jobs, and into wealth”.
1.2.3 CSR is conditional
While Robertson and Nicholson (1996) thought that:
“a certain amount of rhetoric may be inevitable in the area of social responsibility.
Managers may even believe that making statements about social responsibility insulates
the firm from the necessity of taking socially responsible action.”
Moir (2001) is more ambivalent:
“whether or not business should undertake CSR, and the forms that responsibility should
take, depends upon the economic perspective of the firm that is adopted”.
Download free books at BookBooN.com
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So we can see that CSR is a contested topic and it is by no means certain that everybody thinks
that it is important or relevant to modern business.

1.3 The effects of organisational activity
It is apparent of course that any actions which an organisation undertakes will have an effect not
just upon itself but also upon the external environment within which that organisation resides. In
considering the effect of the organisation upon its external environment it must be recognised
that this environment includes both the business environment in which the firm is operating, the
local societal environment in which the organisation is located and the wider global environment.
This effect of the organisation can take many forms, such as:
x

The utilisation of natural resources as a part of its production processes

x

The effects of competition between itself and other organisations in the same market

x

The enrichment of a local community through the creation of employment opportunities

x

Transformation of the landscape due to raw material extraction or waste product storage

x

The distribution of wealth created within the firm to the owners of that firm (via
dividends) and the workers of that firm (through wages) and the effect of this upon the
welfare of individuals

x

And more recently the greatest concern has been with climate change and the way in
which the emission of greenhouse gases are exacerbating this.

It can be seen therefore from these examples that an organisation can have a very significant
effect upon its external environment and can actually change that environment through its
activities. It can also be seen that these different effects can in some circumstances be viewed as
beneficial and in other circumstances be viewed as detrimental to the environment. Indeed the
same actions can be viewed as beneficial by some people and detrimental by others.
“We are now, more than ever, aware of the potentially negative impact of
business on the environment, whatever the nature or size of the business.
There can only be positive results from developing sustainability – from
benefiting your own bottom line to benefiting tomorrow’s industry to
benefiting the environment in which we all live.”
- Tony Blair, UK Prime Minister, May 2000
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1.4 The principles of CSR
Because of the uncertainty surrounding the nature of CSR activity it is difficult to define CSR
and to be certain about any such activity. It is therefore imperative to be able to identify such
activity and we take the view that there are three basic principles which together comprise all
CSR activity. These are:
x

Sustainability;

x

Accountability;

x

Transparency.

Sustainability will be considered in detail in chapter 4 while accountability and transparency will
be considered in chapter 5. So here we will just outline the concepts.
1.4.1 Sustainability
This is concerned with the effect which action taken in the present has upon the options available
in the future. If resources are utilised in the present then they are no longer available for use in
the future, and this is of particular concern if the resources are finite in quantity.
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Thus raw materials of an extractive nature, such as coal, iron or oil, are finite in quantity and
once used are not available for future use. At some point in the future therefore alternatives will
be needed to fulfil the functions currently provided by these resources. This may be at some point
in the relatively distant future but of more immediate concern is the fact that as resources become
depleted then the cost of acquiring the remaining resources tends to increase, and hence the
operational costs of organisations tend to increase1.
Sustainability therefore implies that society must use no more of a resource than can be
regenerated. This can be defined in terms of the carrying capacity of the ecosystem (Hawken
1993) and described with input – output models of resource consumption. Thus the paper
industry for example has a policy of replanting trees to replace those harvested and this has the
effect of retaining costs in the present rather than temporally externalising them.
Viewing an organisation as part of a wider social and economic system implies that these effects
must be taken into account, not just for the measurement of costs and value created in the present
but also for the future of the business itself. Measures of sustainability would consider the rate at
which resources are consumed by the organisation in relation to the rate at which resources can
be regenerated. Unsustainable operations can be accommodated for either by developing
sustainable operations or by planning for a future lacking in resources currently required. In
practice organisations mostly tend to aim towards less unsustainability by increasing efficiency in
the way in which resources are utilised. An example would be an energy efficiency programme.
1.4.2 Accountability
This is concerned with an organisation recognising that its actions affect the external
environment, and therefore assuming responsibility for the effects of its actions. This concept
therefore implies a quantification of the effects of actions taken, both internal to the organisation
and externally. More specifically the concept implies a reporting of those quantifications to all
parties affected by those actions. This implies a reporting to external stakeholders of the effects
of actions taken by the organisation and how they are affecting those stakeholders.
This concept therefore implies a recognition that the organisation is part of a wider societal
network and has responsibilities to all of that network rather than just to the owners of the
organisation. Alongside this acceptance of responsibility therefore must be a recognition that
those external stakeholders have the power to affect the way in which those actions of the
organisation are taken and a role in deciding whether or not such actions can be justified, and if
so at what cost to the organisation and to other stakeholders.
Accountability therefore necessitates the development of appropriate measures of environmental
performance and the reporting of the actions of the firm. This necessitates costs on the part of the
organisation in developing, recording and reporting such performance and to be of value the
benefits must exceed the costs. Benefits must be determined by the usefulness of the measures
selected to the decision-making process and by the way in which they facilitate resource
allocation, both within the organisation and between it and other stakeholders. Such reporting
needs to be based upon the following characteristics:
Download free books at BookBooN.com
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x

Understandability to all parties concerned;

x

Relevance to the users of the information provided;

x

Reliability in terms of accuracy of measurement, representation of impact and freedom
from bias;

x

Comparability, which implies consistency, both over time and between different
organisations.

Inevitably however such reporting will involve qualitative facts and judgements as well as
quantifications. This qualitativeness will inhibit comparability over time and will tend to mean
that such impacts are assessed differently by different users of the information, reflecting their
individual values and priorities.
A lack of precise understanding of effects, coupled with the necessarily judgmental nature of
relative impacts, means that few standard measures exist. This in itself restricts the interorganisation comparison of such information. Although this limitation is problematic for the
development of environmental accounting it is in fact useful to the managers of organisations as
this limitation of comparability alleviates the need to demonstrate good performance as anything
other than a semiotic.
1.4.3 Transparency
Transparency, as a principle, means that the external impact of the actions of the organisation can
be ascertained from that organisation’s reporting and pertinent facts are not disguised within that
reporting. Thus all the effects of the actions of the organisation, including external impacts,
should be apparent to all from using the information provided by the organisation’s reporting
mechanisms. Transparency is of particular importance to external users of such information as
these users lack the background details and knowledge available to internal users of such
information. Transparency therefore can be seen to follow from the other two principles and
equally can be seen to be a part of the process of recognition of responsibility on the part of the
organisation for the external effects of its actions and equally part of the process of transferring
power to external stakeholders.
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1.5 Conclusion
There is a sound business case for social responsibility
- Department of Trade & Industry (DTI)

As we can see, CSR is a broad subject which leads to a variety of opinions and can be considered
in a number of different ways. In the rest of the book we will look at these aspects in more detail
and at the actual implementation of CSR in a business.

1.6 References
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1.8 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the principles of CSR?
Should CSR be a voluntary activity?
What is the relationship between CSR and profit?
What is the approach of the European Community to CSR?
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2. The principles of CSR
The principles of CSR
Accountability
Transparency
Sustainability

2.1 Introduction
In the last chapter we outlined the three main principles upon which CSR is based. As we
explained, this gives a basis for the measurement and evaluation of performance while also
giving flexibility for an organisation to consider its own socially and environmentally significant
factors and plan accordingly without being compared favourably or unfavourable with
organisations with different priorities. In this chapter therefore we are going to look at these
principles in more detail.

2.2 The prominence of CSR
It is quite noticeable how much more prominent corporate social responsibility (CSR) has
become – not just in the academic world and in the business world but also is everyday life. We
can highlight a lot of factors which have led to this interest – such things as:
x

Poor business behaviour towards customers

x

Treating employees unfairly

x

Ignoring the environment and the consequences of organisational action.

Since then other things have also featured prominently in popular consciousness. One of these
which has become more pronounced is the issue of climate change and this has affected concern
about CSR through a concern with the emission of greenhouse gases and particularly carbon
dioxide. Nowadays it is quite common for people to know and discuss the size of their carbon
footprint whereas even three years ago people in general did not even know what a carbon
footprint was.
Another thing which has become prominent is a concern with the supply chain of a business; in
other words with what is happening in other companies which that company does business with –
their suppliers and the suppliers of their suppliers. In particular people are concerned with the
exploitation of people in developing countries, especially the question of child labour but also
such things as sweat shops.
Download free books at BookBooN.com
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So no longer is it acceptable for a company to say that the conditions under which their suppliers
operate is outside of their control and so they are not responsible. Customers have said that this is
not acceptable and have called companies to account. And there have recently been a number of
high profile retail companies which have held their hands up to say mea culpa2 and taken very
public steps to change this.
Interestingly the popularity of companies increases after they have admitted problems and taken
steps to correct these problems. In doing this they are thereby showing both that honesty is the
best practice and also that customers are reasonable. The evidence suggests that individual
customers are understanding and that they do not expect perfection but do expect honesty and
transparency. Moreover they also expect companies to make efforts to change their behaviour
and to try to solve their CSR problems.

2.3 Changing emphasis in companies

Please click the advert

Companies themselves have also changed. No longer are they concerned with greenwashing –
the pretence of socially responsible behaviour through artful reporting. Now companies are
taking CSR much more seriously not just because they understand that it is a key to business
success and can give them a strategic advantage, but also because people in those organisations
care about social responsibility.
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So it would be reasonable to claim that the growing importance of CSR is being driven by
individuals who care – but those individual are not just customers, they are also employees,
managers, owners and investors of a company. So companies are partly reacting to external
pressures and partly leading the development of responsible behaviour and reporting. So
accountability – one of the central principles of CSR – is much more recognised and is being
responded to by increasing transparency – another of the principles of CSR.
2.3.1 Sustainability
The third principle of CSR is that of sustainability and this is a term which has suddenly become
so common as to be ubiquitous for business and for society. Every organisation mentions
sustainability and most claim to have developed sustainable practices. A lot of this is just rhetoric
from people who, we would claim, do not want to face the difficult issues involved in addressing
sustainability. There is a danger therefore that sustainability has taken over from CSR itself as a
target for greenwashing. Nevertheless although the relationship between organisations and
society has been subject to much debate, often of a critical nature, evidence continues to mount
that the best companies make a positive impact upon their environment.
Furthermore the evidence continues to mount that such socially responsible behaviour is good for
business, not just in ethical terms but also in financial terms – in other words that corporate social
responsibility is good for business as well as all its stakeholders. Thus ethical behaviour and a
concern for people and for the environment have been shown to have a positive correlation with
corporate performance. Indeed evidence continues to mount concerning the benefit to business
from socially responsible behaviour and, in the main, this benefit is no longer questioned by
business managers. The nature of corporate social responsibility is therefore a topical one for
business and academics.
2.3.2 Recognising CSR
Most people initially think that they know what CSR is and how to behave responsibly – and
everyone claims to be able to recognise socially responsible or irresponsible behaviour without
necessarily being able to define it. So there is general agreement that CSR is about a company’s
concern for such things as community involvement, socially responsible products and processes,
concern for the environment and socially responsible employee relations (Ortiz-Martinez &
Crowther 2006).
Issues of socially responsible behaviour are not of course new and examples can be found from
throughout the world and at least from the earliest days of the Industrial Revolution and the
concomitant founding of large business entities (Crowther 2002) and the divorce between
ownership and management – or the divorcing of risk from rewards (Crowther 2004). According
to the European Commission CSR is about undertaking voluntary activity which demonstrates a
concern for stakeholders.
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But it is here that a firm runs into problems – how to balance up the conflicting needs and
expectations of various stakeholder groups while still being concerned with shareholders; how to
practice sustainability; how to report this activity to those interested; how to decide if one activity
more socially responsible that another. The situation is complex and conflicting. In this book
therefore the contributors are concerned with different aspects of CSR, both with theorising and
with implementing CSR in practice.

2.4 Environmental issues and their effects and implications
When an organisation undertakes an activity which impacts upon the external environment then
this affects that environment in ways which are not reflected in the traditional accounting of that
organisation. The environment can be affected either positively, through for example a
landscaping project, or negatively, through for example the creation of heaps of waste from a
mining operation.
These actions of an organisation impose costs and benefits upon the external environment. These
costs and benefits are imposed by the organisation without consultation, and in reality form part
of the operational activities of the organisation. These actions are however excluded from
traditional accounting of the firm3, and by implication from its area of responsibility. Thus we
can say that such costs and benefits have been externalised. The concept of externality therefore
is concerned with the way in which these costs and benefits are externalised from the
organisation and imposed upon others.
Such externalised costs and benefits have traditionally been considered to be not the concern of
the organisation, and its managers, and hence have been excluded from its accounting. It must be
recognised however that the quantification of the effect of such externalisation, particularly from
an accounting viewpoint, is problematical and not easy to measure4, and this is perhaps one
reason for the exclusion of such effects from the organisation’s accounting. It is probably fair to
state however that more costs have been externalised by organisation than benefits.
Hence a typical organisation has gained from such externalisation and the reported value creation
of such an organisation has been overstated by this failure to account for all costs and benefits.
This is achieved by restricting the accounting evaluation of the organisation to the internal effects.
Indeed one way in which an organisation can report, through its accounting, the creation of value
is by an externalisation of costs, which are thereby excluded from the accounting of the
organisation’s activities.

2.5 Externalising costs
As far as the externalisation of costs in concerned it is important to recognise that these can be
externalised both spatially and temporally.
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2.5.1 Spatial externalisation
Spatial externalisation describes the way in which costs can be transferred to other entities in the
current time period. Examples of such spatial externalisation include:
x

Environmental degradation though such things as polluted – and therefore dead – rivers
or through increased traffic imposes costs upon the local community through reduced
quality of life;

x

Causing pollution imposes costs upon society at large;

x

Waste disposal problems impose costs upon whoever is tasked with such disposal;

x

Removing staff from shops imposes costs upon customers who must queue for service;

x

Just in time manufacturing imposes costs upon suppliers by transferring stockholding
costs to them.

In an increasingly global market then one favourite way of externalising costs is through transfer
of those costs to a third world country. This can be effected by a transfer of operational activities,
or at least those with environmental impacts, to such a country where the regulatory regime is
less exacting. In this respect it should be noted that the arguments regarding reducing labour
costs are generally used for such a transfer of operational activities but at the same time less
exacting regulatory regimes also exist.
2.5.2 Temporal externalisation
The temporal externalisation of costs describes the way in which costs are transferred from the
current time period into another - the future. This thereby enables reported value creation,
through accounting, to be recorded in the present. Examples of temporal externalisation include:
x

Deferring investment to a future time period and so increasing reported value in the
present;

x

Failing to provide for asset disposal costs in capital investment appraisal and leaving
such costs for future owners to incur;

x

Failure to dispose of waste material as it originates and leaving this as a problem for the
future;

x

Causing pollution which must then be cleaned up in the future;

x

Depletion of finite natural resources or failure to provide renewable sources of raw
material will cause problem for the future viability of the organisation;
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x

Lack of research and development and product development will also cause problems for
the future viability of the organisation;

x

Eliminating staff training may save costs in the present at the expense of future
competitiveness.

It can be seen that such actions have the effect of deferring the dealing with problems into the
future but not of alleviating the need to deal with such problems. In this respect it must be
recognised that it is not always apparent in the present that such costs are being temporally
externalised, as they may not be recognised as a problem at the present time. For example, the
widespread use of asbestos in the 1930’s to 1960’s was considered to be beneficial at the time
and was only later found to be problematic.
This temporal externalisation of costs, through causing the clean up problems and costs to be
deferred to a later time period, was therefore incurred unintentionally. Equally such costs may at
the present time be in course of being transferred into the future through actions taken in the
present which will have unanticipated consequences in the future. Nevertheless it is reasonable to
suggest that such actions may be taken in the present for cost minimisation purposes with little
regard for possible future costs.
For example, if we consider the nuclear power generation industry it is now
generally accepted that if the full costs of generating power by this means,
which would include the costs of disposing of nuclear waste and the costs
of decommissioning nuclear generators at the end of their working life, had
been taken into account then the idea of power generation by this means
would never have been put into operation.
Nevertheless nuclear power is again being considered in a lot of countries
as the only realistic solution to global warming. Nuclear power stations emit
minimal amounts of greenhouse gases and so are attractive for that reason.
Of course their future costs are again being ignored and so temporarily
externalised.

We can see therefore that if we take externalities into account that the decisions made and actions
taken by firms may be very different. We can equally see that the recognition of the effect upon
these externalities of actions taken by an organisation can have significant impact upon the
activities of the organisation and that the way in which an organisation chooses to internalise or
externalise its costs can have a significant impact upon its operational performance.
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2.6 The Social Contract
It is impossible that such governments as have hitherto existed in the world,
could have commenced by any other means than a total violation of every
principle sacred and moral
The Rights of Man (Paine 1792)

In 1762 Jean-Jacques Rousseau produced his book on the Social Contract which was designed to
explain – and therefore legitimate – the relationship between and individual and society and its
government. In it he argued that individuals voluntary gave up certain rights in order for the
government of the state to be able to manage for the greater good of all citizens. This is of course
a sharp contrast to the angry rhetoric of Tom Paine, shown above. Nevertheless the idea of the
Social Contract has been generally accepted.
More recently the Social Contract has gained a new prominence as it has been used to explain the
relationship between a company and society. In this view the company (or other organisation)
has obligations towards other parts of society in return for its place in society.
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This can be depicted thus:
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Fig 2.1
The Social Contract

This in turn led to the development of Stakeholder Theory, which we will consider in the next
chapter.

2.7 Conclusions
As we have seen. CSR has gained in prominence in recent years. It has also changed in nature as
different issues have become more prominent. We have considered these changes and looked in
particular at environmental issues and the way in which the effects and associated costs can be
externalised away from the company itself. This is of particular significance when we consider
stakeholders in the next chapter.
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2.10 Self-test Questions
What has led to the current interest in CSR?
What is greenwashing?
What is cost externalisation? Why does it happen?
What is the Social Contract? Why has it become prominent in CSR?
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3. Stakeholders & the social contract
“There is no reason to think that shareholders are willing to tolerate an
amount of corporate non-profit activity which appreciably reduces either
dividends or the market performance of the stock.”
Hetherington 1973
“....every large corporation should be thought of as a social enterprise; that
is an entity whose existence and decisions can be justified insofar as they
serve public or social purposes”.
Dahl 1972

3.1 Introduction
Although we considered the social contract in the last chapter we now need to consider it in
relationship to stakeholders and to Stakeholder theory. This theory is one of the major influences
on CSR.

3.2What is a stakeholder?
There are several definitions. The most common ones are:
x

Those groups without whose support the organization would cease to exist

x

Any group or individual who can affect or is affected by the achievement of the
organization's objectives

We can see from these definitions that a lot of people can be a stakeholder to an organisation.
The most common groups who we consider to be stakeholders include:
x

Managers

x

Employees

x

Customers

x

Investors

x

Shareholders

x

Suppliers
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Then there are some more generic groups who are often included:
x

Government

x

Society at large

x

The local community

Many people consider that only people can be stakeholders to an organisation. Some people
extend this and say that the environment can be affected by organisational activity. These effects
of the organisation’s activities can take many forms, such as:
x

the utilisation of natural resources as a part of its production processes

x

the effects of competition between itself and other organisations in the same market

x

the enrichment of a local community through the creation of employment opportunities

x

transformation of the landscape due to raw material extraction or waste product storage

x

the distribution of wealth created within the firm to the owners of that firm (via
dividends) and the workers of that firm (through wages) and the effect of this upon the
welfare of individuals

x

pollution caused by increased volumes of traffic and in creased journey times because of
those increased volumes of traffic

Thus many people also consider that there is and additional stakeholder to an organisation,
namely:
x

The environment

As we will see in the next chapter the actions of an organisation have a big effect upon future
possibilities. It is for this reason that we also add one extra stakeholder:
x

The future

It should be noted however that others do not generally include the future as a stakeholder.
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3.3 Multiple stakeholding
It is normal to consider all of these stakeholder groups separately. It should be noted howvee that
each person will belong to several stakeholder groups at the same time. For example a single
person might be a customer of an organisation and also an employee and a member of the local
community and of society at large. He or she may also be a shareholder and a member of a local
environmental association and therefore concerned about the environment. Most probably that
person will also be concerned about the future also, on their own behalf or on behalf of their
children.
We can therefore see that it is often not helpful to consider each stakeholder group in isolation
and to separate their objectives. Reality is more complex.

3.4 The classification of stakeholders
There are two main ways to classify stakeholders:
Internal v external
Internal stakeholders are those included within the organisation such as employees or managers
whereas external stakeholders are such groups as suppliers or customers who are not generally
considered to be a part of the organisation. Although this classification is fine it becomes
increasingly difficult in a modern organisation to distinguish the two types when employees
might be subcontractors and suppliers might be another organisation within the same group.
Voluntary v involuntary
Voluntary stakeholders can choose whether or not to be a stakeholder to an organisation whereas
involuntrary stakeholders cannot. For example an employee can choose to leave the employment
of the organisation and therefore is a voluntary stakeholder. The local society or the environment
are not able to make this choice and must therefore be considered to be involuntary stakeholders.

3.5 Stakeholder Theory
The argument for Stakeholder Theory is based upon the assertion that maximising wealth for
shareholders fails to maximise wealth for society and all its members and that only a concern
with managing all stakeholder interests achieves this
Stakeholder theory states that all stakeholders must be considered in the decision making process
of the organisation. The theory states that there are 3 reasons why this should happen:
x

It is the morally and ethically correct way to behave

x

Doing so actually also benefits the shareholders
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It reflects what actually happens in an organisation

x

As far as this third point is concerned then this is supported by research from Cooper at al (2001)
into large firms. This research shows that the majority of firms are concerned with a range of
stakeholders in their decision making process:
Fig 3.1
Stakeholder inclusion in decision making
Concerned with

Very concerned with

Stakeholder

%

%

Customers

89

59

Employees

89

51

Shareholders

100

78

Suppliers

70

3

The environment

62

5

Society

73

3
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According to this theory, stakeholder management, or corporate social responsibility, is not an
end in itself but is simply seen as a means for improving economic performance. This assumption
is often implicit although it is clearly stated by Atkinson, Waterhouse and Wells (1997) and is
actually inconsistent with the ethical reasons for adopting stakeholder theory. Instead of
stakeholder management improving economic, or financial, performance therefore it is argued
that a broader aim of corporate social performance should be used (Jones and Wicks, 1999).
Furthermore, Jones and Wicks note that certain ethicists need no instrumental justification as
moral behaviour "is, and must be, its own reward". Waddock and Graves (1997) consider
whether stakeholder management enhances corporate social performance, as opposed to financial
performance, and they find a positive relationship.
3.5.1 Details of Stakeholder Theory
A fundamental aspect of stakeholder theory, in any of its aspects, is that it attempts to identify
numerous different factions within a society to whom an organisation may have some
responsibility. It has been criticised for failing to identify these factions (Argenti, 1993) although
some attempts have been made. Indeed Sternberg (1997) suggests that the second of Freeman's
definitions of stakeholder (see above), which is now the more commonly used, has increased the
number of stakeholders to be considered by management adopting a stakeholder approach to; in
fact this definition includes virtually everything whether alive or not.
However attempts have been made by stakeholder theorists to provide frameworks by which the
relevant stakeholders of an organisation can be identified Clarkson (1995) suggests that a
stakeholder is relevant if they have invested something in the organisation and are therefore
subject to some risk from that organisation's activities. He separated these into two groups: the
voluntary stakeholders, who choose to deal with an organisation, and the involuntary
stakeholders, who do not choose to enter into – nor can they withdraw from – a relationship with
the organisation. Mitchell, Agle and Wood (1997) develop a framework for identifying and
ranking stakeholders in terms of their power, legitimacy and urgency. If a stakeholder is powerful,
legitimate and urgent then its needs will require immediate attention and given primacy.
Irrespective of which model is used, it is not controversial to suggest that there are some generic
stakeholder groups that will be relevant to all organisations. Clarkson (1995) suggests that the
voluntary stakeholders include shareholders, investors, employees, managers, customers and
suppliers and they will require some value added otherwise they can withdraw their stake and
choose not to invest in that organisation again. It is argued that involuntary stakeholders such as
individuals, communities, ecological environments, or future generations do not choose to deal
with the organisation and therefore may need some form of protection may be through
government legislation or regulation. Other more specific interest groups may be relevant for
certain industries due to the nature of the industry or the specific activities of the organisation.
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For example utility industries have been regulated by a regulator since privatisation and thus the
regulator is a stakeholder of these organisations. Similarly certain industries are more
environmentally, politically or socially sensitive than others and therefore attract more attention
from these stakeholder groups, again the water or nuclear industries provide examples here.
3.5.2 Informational needs
Stakeholder management has significant informational needs. It is extremely difficult to manage
for a variety of stakeholders if there is no measurement of how the organisation has performed
for those stakeholders. Thus for each stakeholder identified it is necessary to have a performance
measure by which the stakeholder performance can be considered. Due to the nature of the
stakeholders and their relationship with the organisation this will not necessarily be easy not it
will necessarily be possible in monetary terms.
Therefore non-financial measures will be of great importance but this information is often
considered more subjective than financial information. Therefore measures of customer
satisfaction are sometimes based on surveys and sometimes on statistical performance measures
such as numbers of complaints or returns, or market share or customer retention. Recently there
have been a number of multi-dimensional performance measurement frameworks that can be
argued to have some level of stakeholder orientation.
Probably the best known of the multi-dimensional performance measurement frameworks is the
"balanced scorecard" (Kaplan and Norton 1992, 1993, 1996a, 1996b). Another example is the
service profit chain (Heskett et al. 1994) that specifically considers three stakeholders; namely
employees, customers and shareholders. Again this model specifically considers the first two
stakeholders as means to achieving superior financial results.
Thus they argue that satisfied and motivated employees are essential if service quality is to be of
a high standard and hence customers are to be satisfied. Further it is then argued that satisfied
customers provide the base for superior financial results. Both of these models acknowledge the
needs of stakeholder groups and thus deem it necessary to measure performance for these groups
but still target financial performance as the ultimate goal.
A stakeholder managed organisation therefore attempts to consider the diverse and conflicting
interests of its stakeholders and balance these interests equitably. The motivations for
organisations to use stakeholder management maybe in order to improve financial performance
or social or ethical performance howsoever these may be measured. In order to be able to
adequately manage stakeholder interests it is necessary to measure the organisation's
performance to these stakeholders and this can prove complicated and time-consuming.
Recently the Centre for Business Performance, Cranfield University, has set up a "Catalogue of
measures" related to their Performance Prism that contains measures of each of the "dimensions
of performance" – stakeholder satisfaction; strategies; processes; capabilities; and stakeholder
contributions. The stakeholders identified were customer, employee, investor, regulator &
community, and suppliers and in total the catalogue includes over 200 relevant measures.
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This shows the vast number of stakeholder measures that could be used to any organisation
although it is not expected that all of these will be relevant for an individual organisation. This
again highlights the potential complexity of measuring performance for stakeholders as these
numerous measures will provide conflicting evidence on performance that somehow must be
reconciled. In comparison VBM techniques that propose the use of a single metric to measure
performance as well as set objectives and reward executives appear far simpler.

3.6 Regulation and its implications
As we will see later in the book, the disclosure of the actions of the firm in terms of their impact
upon the external environment is essentially voluntary in nature – but this does not necessarily
mean that the actions themselves are always voluntary. Nor does it mean that all such disclosure
is necessarily voluntary.
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For example those regulations probably govern the type of discharges which can be made by
organisations, particularly when these are considered to cause pollution. Such regulations govern
the way in which waste must be disposed of and the level of pollutants allowed for discharges
into rivers, as well as restricting the amount of water which can be extracted from rivers.
The regulatory regime which operates in every country is continuing to change and become more
restrictive as far as the actions of an organisation and its relationship with the external
environment are concerned5. It seems reasonable to expect these changes to continue into the
future and concern for the environmental impact of the activities of organisations to increase.
These regulations tend to require reporting of the activities of organisations and such reporting
also involves an accounting connotation.
This accounting need is both to satisfy regulatory requirements but also to meet the internal
needs of the organisation. This is because the managers of that organisation, in both controlling
current operations and in planning future business activities, must have accounting data to help
manage the organisational activities in this respect. The growth of environmental data, as part of
the management information systems of organisations, therefore can be seen to be, at least in part,
driven by the needs of society at large. In this way it is a reflected in the regulations imposed
upon the activities of organisations.
3.6.1 Environmental Impact Reporting
As the extent of regulation of such activities can be expected to increase in the future therefore
the more forward looking and proactive organisations might be expected to have a tendency to
extend their environmental impact reporting in anticipation of future regulation, rather than
merely reacting to existing regulation.
It should not be thought however that the increase in stature and prominence accorded to
environmental accounting and reporting among organisations is driven entirely by present and
anticipated regulations. To a large extent the external reporting of such environmental impact is
not determined by regulations – these merely require reporting to the appropriate regulatory body.
Nor can it be argued that the increasing multinational aspect of organisational activity, and the
consequent need to satisfy regulatory regimes from different countries, has alone driven the
increased importance of environmental accounting.
Organisations which choose to report externally upon the impact of their activities on the external
environment tend to do so voluntarily. In doing so they expect to derive some benefit from this
kind of accounting and reporting. The kind of benefits which organisations can expect to accrue
through this kind of disclosure will be considered later. At this point however we should
remember the influence of stakeholders upon the organisation and it can be suggested that
increased disclosure of the activities of the organisation is a reflection of the growing power and
influence of stakeholders, without any form of legal ownership, and the recognition of this
influence by the organisation and its managers.
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When the UK government, for example, initiated its process of the privatisation of nationally
owned utilities it was felt necessary to compensate for the inadequacy of the market mechanism
for mediating between the conflicting needs of the stakeholders to these industries. Thus the
concept of regulation was devised, with appropriate bodies formed, to compensate for the
imperfections of competition in the quasi-markets which came into being.
One of the functions of the regulators created in this manner was to control the prices charged by
these privatised utilities in order to ensure that the benefits and efficiencies gains vaunted as a
benefit of privatisation were shared between shareholders and other stakeholders, principally the
customers. Thus the regulators were to act as the very visible, “invisible” hand of the market. The
main mechanism for this has been achieved by means of a periodic review of pricing policy. For
other industries however the effects of regulation vary in extent but in general terms can be stated
to be increasing over time and this increase can be expected to continue into the future.

3.7 Risk Reducing
One thing which is of particular importance for all corporations, and is becoming more important
is the matter of risk and the managing of that risk. A stakeholder approach to decision making
and managing the organisation is likely to identify more risks and to manage them better6. Risk is
also very related to sustainability (see the next chapter) and we will show that the lack of a full
understanding of what is meant by sustainability, and particularly by sustainable development,
means that the issue is confused in corporate planning and reporting (Aras & Crowther 2008).
This allows for the kind of confusion which is taking place. We do not necessarily claim that
such obfuscation is deliberate but we do suggest that it indicates a certain amount of disingenuity,
which it is convenient for corporations to exhibit. Moreover we suggest that methodologies for
the evaluation of risk are deceived by this rhetoric and are deficient in their evaluation of risk –
particularly environmental risk. In order to fully recognise and incorporate environmental costs
and benefits into the investment analysis process the starting point needs to be the identification
of the types of costs and revenues which need to be incorporated into the evaluation process.
Once these types of costs have been identified then it becomes possible to quantify such costs
and to incorporate qualitative data concerning those less tangible benefits which are not easily
subject to quantification. The completion of an environmental audit will enhance the
understanding of the processes involved and will make this easier. In considering environmental
benefits, as distinct from financial benefits, it is important that an appropriate time horizon is
selected which will enable those benefits to be recognised and accrued. This may imply a very
different time horizon from one which is determined purely by the needs of financial analysis.
Once all the data has been recognised, collected and quantified it then becomes possible to
incorporate this data, in financial terms, into an evaluation which incorporates risk in a more
consistent manner. It is important to recognise benefits as well as costs, and it is perhaps worth
reiterating that many of these benefits are less subject to quantification and are of the less
tangible and image related kind. Examples include:
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x

Enhanced company or product image – this in itself can lead to increased sales

x

Health and safety benefits

x

Ease of attracting investment and lowered cost of such investment

x

Better community relationships – this can lead to easier and quicker approval of plans
through the planning process

x

Improved relationship with regulators, where relevant

x

Improved morale among workers, leading to higher productivity, lower staff turnover
and consequently lower recruitment and training costs

x

General improved image and relationship with stakeholders

Many of these benefits are not just intangible but will take some time to realise. Hence the need
to select an appropriate time horizon for the evaluation of the risk and associated effects. This
time horizon will very likely be a longer one than under a traditional financially based evaluation.
Obviously cash flows need to be considered over that period and an appropriate method of
evaluation (eg a discounted cash flow technique) needs to be used in the evaluation.
None of this will change with the incorporation of environmental accounting information, except
for assessment of risk and its associated impact upon the cost of capital, which can be expected to
rise as the true extent of the environmental impact is fed into the calculation.
The steps involved in the incorporation of environmental accounting into the risk evaluation
system can therefore be summarised as follow:
x

Identify environmental implications in term of costs and benefits

x

Quantify those costs and incorporate qualitative data regarding less tangible benefits

x

Use appropriate financial indicators

x

Set an appropriate time horizon which allows environmental effects to be fully realised
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3.8 Conclusions
Stakeholder Theory is one approach to the managing of an organisation. It is particularly
important for an understanding of CSR and its incorporation into organisational activity. There
are various aspects to this which we have considered in this chapter. At the same time we have
introduced a variety of other aspects which are related. Our purpose is to chow that all of these
concepts are inter-related in the management of an organisation and that CSR cannot be
considered in isolation from the rest of organisational activity. We will see this more clearly
throughout this book.
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3.11 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What justification does Stakeholder Theory use for considering stakeholders?
How can we classify stakeholders?
Name a multi-dimensional performance measurement framework.
What are the steps involved in the incorporation of environmental accounting into the
risk evaluation system of an organisation?
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4. Issues concerning Sustainability
People of the same trade seldom meet together, eve for merriment or
diversion, but the conversation ends in a conspiracy against the public, or in
some contrivance to raise prices. It is impossible indeed to prevent such
meetings, by any law which could either be executed, or would be
consistent with liberty and justice.
Adam Smith

4.1 Introduction
Of the three principes of CSR the one which is most prominent at the present time is
sustainability. Consequently we are devoting a complete chapter to dealing with this topic. It is
one that has recently become very important for businesses and all large businesses – and many
smaller ones – have a sustainability plan, or at least claim to have such a plan. We need therefore
to start by establishing exactly what we mean by sustainability.

4.2 Defining sustainability
Sustainability is concerned with the effect which action taken in the present has upon the options
available in the future. The starting point for every definition of sustainability comes from the
Brundtland Report, which was published in 1987. This is actually a report named Our Common
Future which was produced by the World Commission on Environment and Development. It is
generally known however as the Brundtland Report after its chair.
Strictly speaking the Brundtland Report was concerned with sustainable development which they
regarded as unquestionningly both possible and desirable. This definition of sustainability starts
from the premise that if resources are utilised in the present then they are no longer available for
use in the future. This has led to the standard definition of sustainabile development which states
that this is:
“Development which meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of
future generations to meet their own needs”
This principle has been incorporated in the Maastricht and Amsterdam Treaties on European
Union, as well as in the Rio Declaration and Agenda 21, adopted by the United Nations
Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED), meeting in Rio de Janeiro 3 to 14 June
1992. The European Community and its Member States subscribed to the Rio Declaration and
Agenda 21 and committed themselves to the rapid implementation of the principal measures
agreed at UNCED.
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4.3 The Brundtland Report
This report is considered to be extremely important in addressing the issue of sustainability. The
report described seven strategic imperatives for sustainable development:
x

Reviving growth;

x

Changing the quality of growth;

x

Meeting essential needs for jobs, food, energy, water and sanitation;

x

Ensuring a sustainable level of population;

x

Conserving and enhancing the resource base;

x

Reorienting technology and managing risk;

x

Merging environment and economics in decision-making.

It also emphasized that the state of our technology and social organisation, particularly a lack of
integrated social planning, limits the world's ability to meet human needs now and in the future.
This report makes institutional and legal recommendations for change in order to confront
common global problems. More and more, there is a growing consensus that firms and
governments in partnership should accepted moral responsibility for social welfare and for
promoting individuals’ interest in economic transactions (Amba-Rao, 1993).
Siginificantly however the Bruntland report made an assumption – which has been accepted ever
since – that sustainable development was possible and the debate since has centred on how to
achieve this. Thus ever since the Bruntland Report was produced by the World Commission on
Environment and Development in 1987 there has been a continual debates concerning sustainable
development. Similarly emphasis has been placed on such things as collaboration, partnerships
and stakeholder involvement. It has however been generally accepted that development is
desirable and that sustainable development is possible – with a concomitant focus on how to
achieve this. Quite what is meant by such sustainable development has however been much less
clear and a starting point for any evaluation must be to consider quite what is meant by these
terms.
There is a considerable degree of confusion surrounding the concept of sustainability: for the
purist sustainability implies nothing more than stasis – the ability to continue in an unchanged
manner – but often it is taken to imply development in a sustainable manner (Marsden 2000; Hart
& Milstein 2003) and the terms sustainability and sustainable development are for many viewed
as synonymous. For us we take the definition as being concerned with stasis (Aras & Crowther
2008a); at the corporate level if development is possible without jeopardising that stasis then this
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is a bonus rather than a constituent part of that sustainability. Moreover, sustainable development
is often misinterpreted as focusing solely on environmental issues. In reality, it is a much broader
concept as sustainable development policies encompass three general policy areas: economic,
environmental and social. In support of this, several United Nations texts, most recently the 2005
World Summit Outcome Document, refer to the “interdependent and mutually reinforcing
pillars” of sustainable development as economic development, social development, and
environmental protection.

4.4 Critiquing Brundtland
For more than 20 years the starting point for any discussion of sustainable corporate activity has
been the Brundtland Report. Its concern with the effect which action taken in the present has
upon the options available in the future has directly led to glib assumptions that sustainable
development is both desirable and possible and that corporation can demonstrate sustainability
merely by continuing to exist into the future.
The problem with Brundtland is that its concern with the effect which action taken in the present
has upon the options available in the future has directly led to glib assumptions that sustainable
development is both desirable and possible and that corporation can demonstrate sustainability
merely by continuing to exist into the future (Aras & Crowther 2008b). it has also led to an
acceptance of what must be described as the myths of sustainability:
x

Sustainability is synonymous with sustainable development;

x

A sustainable company will exist merely by recognising environmental and social issues
and incorporating them into its strategic planning.

Both are based upon an unquestioning acceptance of market economics predicated in the need for
growth and are based upon the false premise of Brundtland to which we will return later. An
almost unquestioned assumption is that growth remains possible and therefore sustainability and
sustainable development are synonymous. Indeed the economic perspective considers that
growth is not just possible but also desirable and therefore that the economics of development is
all that needs to be addressed and that this can be dealt with through the market by the clear
separation of the three basic economic goals of efficient allocation, equitable distribution, and
sustainable scale.
Concomitantly all corporations are becoming concerned about their own sustainability and what
the term really means. Such sustainability means more than environmental sustainability. As far
as corporate sustainability is concerned then the confusion is exacerbated by the fact that the term
sustainable has been used in the management literature over the last 30 years to merely imply
continuity. Thus Zwetsloot (2003) is able to conflate corporate social responsibility with the
techniques of continuous improvement and innovation to imply that sustainability is thereby
ensured. Consequently the trajectory of all of these effects is increasingly being focused upon the
same issue.
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There have been various descendents of Brundtland, including the concept of the Triple Bottom
Line. This in turn has led to an assumption that addressing the three aspects of economic, social
and environmental is all that is necessary in order to ensure not just sustainability but to also
enable sustainable development. And all corporations imply that they have recognised the
problems, addressed the issues and thereby ensured sustainable development. Let us start with
the Triple Bottom Line - 3 aspects of performance:
x

Economic

x

Social

x

Environmental

It is our argument that these conceptions are not just incorrect but also positively misleading
through an obfuscation of the key issues and have led to an inevitable outcome of fallacious
complacency. It is therefore time to re-examine the legacy of Bruntland and to redefine what is
meant by sustainable activity.
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In order to do this we reject the accepted terms of sustainability and sustainable development,
preferring instead the term durability to emphasise the change in focus. From this we argue for a
rejection of the Triple Bottom Line as insufficiently refined for practical use, suggesting instead
alternatives developed from our own work.
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4.5 Sustainability and the Cost of Capital
It is recognised in the financial world that the cost of capital which any company incurs is related
to the perceived risk associated with investing in that company – in other words there is a direct
correlation between the risk involved in an investment and the rewards which are expected to
accrue from a successful investment. Therefore it is generally recognised that the larger, more
established companies are a more certain investment and therefore have a lower cost of capital.
This is all established fact as far as finance theory is concerned and is recognised in the operating
of the financial markets around the world. Naturally a company which is sustainable will be less
risky than one which is not. Consequently most large companies in their reporting mention
sustainability and frequently it features prominently. Indeed it is noticeable that extractive
industries – which by their very nature cannot be sustainable in the long term – make
sustainability a very prominent issue. The prime example of this can be seen with oil companies
– BP being a very good example – which make much of sustainability and are busy redesignating
themselves from oil companies to energy companies with a feature being made of renewable
energy, even though this is a very small part7 of their actual operations.
BP provide a good illustration of the confusion between sustainability and continued existence.
In their 2006 report8 is stated:
That is why we care about the sustainability of our activities and why, throughout the
company, we work to ensure that the things we do and the way we do them are genuinely
sustainable.
While later in the same report (on the same page even) is stated:
BP has now sustained itself as a company for almost 100 years through periods of
dramatic economic, social, political, technological and commercial change.
It would be misleading to single out oil companies however. Other eamples of companies with
sustainability issues include:
BAT9:
We are committed to the principles of sustainable development – development that meets
the needs of the present, without compromising the ability of future generations to meet
their own needs.
Sustainable development came to the fore in the 1980s, when the United Nations
examined some of the world’s largest problems, including poverty, overpopulation,
famine, drought, deforestation and climate change. It gained important impetus when the
1992 Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro approved the Agenda 21 framework, which
emphasised improving and sustaining quality of life, especially for the world’s poor,
without destroying the environment.
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Ryanair10:
Ryanair is Europe's original and largest low fares airline. Ryanair's steady growth is
being achieved in the most environmentally friendly and sustainable way by investing in
the latest aircraft and engine technologies (which have reduced fuel burn and CO2
emissions by 45% over the past 9 years) and the implementation of certain operational
and commercial decisions that help to further minimise environmental impacts (by an
additional 10% between 1998 and 2007). Ryanair is currently the industry leader in
terms of environmental efficiency and it is constantly working towards further improving
its performance.
All businesses11 recognise the business benefits of CSR activity in their reporting. Equally all
business recognise that sustainability is important and it features prominently in their reporting.
For example an investigation of the FTSE100 companies (see Aras & Crowther 2007a) reveals
the following:
Mention on corporate website

% of companies

Sustainability

100

Sustainable development

35

Expressly link sustainability to CSR policy

70

Indeed it is noticeable that extractive industries – which by their very nature cannot be
sustainable in the long term – make sustainability a very prominent issue. Any analysis of these
statements regarding sustainability however quickly reveals the uncertainty regarding what is
meant by this sustainability. Clearly the vast majority do not mean sustainability as discussed in
this paper, or as defined by the Brundtland Report. Often is appears to mean little more than that
the corporation will continue to exist in the future. Our argument is not just that this focus upon
such a vague notion of sustainability is misleading and obfuscates the need for a rigorous debate
about the meaning of sustainability. Our argument is that this treatment of sustainability is
actually disingenuous and disguises the very real advantages that corporations obtain by creating
such a semiotic of sustainability.

4.6 Redefining sustainability
It is therefore time to re-examine the legacy of Bruntland and to redefine what is meant by
sustainable activity.
These are the component of sustainability:
x

Societal influence, which we define as a measure of the impact that society makes upon
the corporation in terms of the social contract and stakeholder influence;
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x

Environmental Impact, which we define as the effect of the actions of the corporation
upon its geophysical environment;

x

Organisational culture, which we define as the relationship between the corporation and
its internal stakeholders, particularly employees, and all aspects of that relationship; and

x

Finance, which we define in terms of an adequate return for the level of risk undertaken.

These are all necessary in order to ensure not just sustainability but to also enable sustainable
development. Moreover it is the balance between them which is crucial.
These four must be considered as the key dimensions of sustainability, all of which are equally
important. This analysis is therefore considerably broader – and more complete – than that of
others. Furthermore Aras & Crowther (2007b, 2007c) consider that these four aspects can be
resolved into a two-dimensional matrix along the polarities of internal v external focus and short
term v long term focus, which together represent a complete representation of organisational
performance this can be represented as the model below:
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Fig 4.1
Model of Corporate Sustainability (Aras & Crowther 2007b)

These can be described differently:
x

Maintaining economic activity, which must be the central raison d’etre of corporate
activity and the principle reason for organising corporate activity. This of course maps
onto the finance aspect.

x

Conservation of the environment, which is essential for maintaining the options available
to future generations. This maps onto the environmental impact aspect.

x

Ensuring social justice, which will include such activities as the elimination of poverty,
the ensuring of human rights, the promotion of universal education and the facilitation of
world peace. This maps onto the societal influence aspect.

x

Developing spiritual and cultural values, which is where corporate and societal values
align in the individual and where all of the other elements are promoted or negated; sadly
at present they are mostly negated
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4.7 Distributable sustainability
At this point we deliberately use the term distributable sustainability in order to reflect one of
the key components of this argument. This is that true sustainability depends not just upon how
actions affect choices in the future but also upon how the effects of those actions – both positive
and negative – are distributed among the stakeholders involved. A central tenet of our argument
is that corporate activity, to be sustainable, must not simply utilise resources to give benefit to
owners but must recognise all effects upon all stakeholders and distribute these in a manner
which is acceptable to all of these – both in the present and in the future. This is in effect a
radical reinterpretation of corporate activity.
It is necessary to consider the operationalisation of this view of sustainability. Our argument has
been that sustainability must involve greater efficiency in the use of resources and greater equity
in the distribution of the effects of corporate activity. To be operationalised then of course the
effects must be measurable and the combination must of course be manageable.
This can be depicted as a model of sustainability.
Fig 4.2
Distributable sustainability (Aras & Crowther 2009)

Manageable

Measurable

(strategic)

(financial)

Equitable

Efficient

(distributional)

(technological)

This acts as a form of balanced scorecard to provide a form of evaluation for the operation of
sustainability within an organisation. It concentrates upon the 4 key aspects, namely:
x

Strategy

x

Finance

x

Distribution

x

Technological development

Moreover it recognises that it is the balance between these factors which is the most significant
aspect of sustainability. From this a plan of action is possible for an organisation which will
recognise priorities and provide a basis for performance evaluation.
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4.8 Summarising Sustainability
To summarise, sustainability requires a radical rethink and a move aware from the cosy security
of the Brundtland definition. We therefore reject the accepted terms of sustainability and
sustainable development, preferring instead to use the term durability to emphasise the change in
focus.
The essential features of durability can be described as follows:
Efficiency is concerned with the best use of scarce resources. This requires a redefinition
of inputs to the transformational process and a focus upon environmental resources as the
scarce resource.

x

Efficiency is concerned with optimising the use of the scarce resources (ie environmental
resources) rather than with cost reduction.

x

Value is added through technology and innovation rather than through expropriation;

x

Outputs are redefined to include distributional effects to all stakeholders
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4.9 Conclusions
The two key components of durability – or durable sustainability – therefore are efficiency and
equity. But efficiency needs to be redefined to prioritise the efficient use of environmental
resources rather than the efficient use of financial resources. And equity requires as a minimum
the satisficing of all stakeholders, and not merely the provision of returns to owners and investors.
These are the prerequisites for sustainable development.
Recycling is of course an integral part of the discourse of sustainability as far as environmental
issues are concerned. The concept of recycling applies equally to corporate sustainability in terms
of the recycling relationship with each stakeholder. By this we mean that a sustainable
corporation needs to invest in all of its stakeholders in order to maintain and improve
relationships between the company and its stakeholders but that the investment in stakeholder
relations is returned to the company through being recycled. So a stakeholder who is well treated
both receives benefit from the company and returns benefit to that company. For example
employees will work better when they receive better conditions; similarly suppliers will
reciprocate the receipt of good conditions while customers will pay a premium for quality. This
can be considered to be renewable performance.
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4.12 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What does the Triple Bottom Line consist of?
What are the 4 factors of sustainability?
What are the factors of distibutable sustainability?
What is Brundtland and why is it important?
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5. Ethics, CSR and Corporate Behavior
In Britain during the last four decades, within a market economy driven by
consumer preference and purchasing capacity, greater economic leisure
has provided the opportunity to both analyse and reflect on the underlying
nature and direction of a demand led economic system. There is an
increasing requirement for information on the social and environmental
impact of corporate policy and appraisal effects. The movements for
healthy eating, ethical investment and, above all environmental concern
have played a big part in awakening the consumer’s social awareness….
The very process by which the majority in the West have become affluent is
increasingly being questioned by some of its beneficiaries. Can we go on
like this? Is it sustainable? Is the whole system flawed and ultimately self
destructive? These questions are being asked not just by pressure groups
but also by individuals, by business, by governments and global institutions.
Adams (1992: 106-7)
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5.1 Introduction
Ethics is not new for people in business. The corporate world has always had some rules,
standards and norms for doing business. However these are generally changing with some social
and cultural basis which can be different country by country, even though we might are expect
universal rules. When the company apply these standards or norms as a part of their
responsibility we can call them an ethical code of conduct of business. Moreover ethics is also
inevitably part of business responsibility. Corporate behavior should be ethical and responsible;
that is why corporate promises for their shareholders and stakeholders have to behave fair, ethical
and equitable.

5.2 What is Ethics? The Why ?
Ethics shows a corporation how to behave properly in their all business and operations. However,
business ethics is characterized by conflicts of interests. Businesses attempt to maximize profits
as a primary goal on one hand while they face issues of social responsibility and social service on
the other. Ethics is the set of rules prescribing what is good or evil, or what is right or wrong for
people. In other words, ethics is the values that form the basis of human relations, and the quality
and essence of being morally good or evil, or right or wrong. Business Ethics means honesty,
confidence, respect and fair acting in all circumstances. However, such values as honesty, respect
and confidence are rather general concepts without definite boundaries. Ethics can also be
defined as overall fundamental principles and practices for improving the level of wellbeing of
humanity.
Ethics is the natural and structural process of acting in line with moral judgments, standards and
rules. Being a concrete and subjective concept, "business ethics" can be discussed with differing
approaches and in varying degrees of importance in different fields. Indeed, it is highly difficult
to define ethics and identify its limits and criteria. Accordingly, there are difficulties in
discussing this concept in literature as it is ubiquitous in business life, at the business level, and
in human life. According to what, how, how much and for whom ethics is or should be are
important questions. It is not always easy to find answers to these questions (Aras 2006).
A business which does not respect ethical criteria and fails to improve them will disrupt its
integrity and unity, i.e., its capacity to achieve its goal, and lead to internal or external conflicts.
Business ethics is the honest, respectful and fair conduct by a business and its representatives in
all of its relations (Aras, 2006). A predicate question to the role of ethics in business is the
question of why businesses engage in ethical practices. Some authors, notably Milton Friedman
(1962), would strongly deny that a business has a fiduciary responsibility to any group but the
firm’s stockholders.
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To initiate corporate giving, for example, would be a fiduciary breach of management in
Friedman’s opinion: an agent for a principal is neither legally nor morally permitted to give away
or “waste” the principal’s capital (Joyner & Payne, 2002). Milton Friedman also argued that
‘there is only one social responsibility of business – use its resources and engage in activities
designed to increase its profits so long as it ... engages in open and free competition without
deception and fraud’ (Friedman, 1962).
However, ethical behavior and ethical business has effects not only on stakeholders, and
shareholders but also on the entire economy. We believe that when we act ethically in business
decision-making process this will ensure more effective and productive utilization of economic
resources.

5.3 Ethical philosophies
One component of the change to a concern with social responsibility and accountability has been
the recognition (or reinstatement) of the importance of ethics in organisational activity and
behaviour. In part this can be considered to be a recognition of the changing societal environment
of the present time and in part a recognition of the problems brought about through corporate
activity taken without any account of ethical implications. Among such activity can be seen the
many examples of pollution (for example Union Carbide at Bhopal. India or the Exxon Valdiz oil
spill) and greed such as the Enron incident. These have caused a rethinking of the role of ethics
in organisation theory.
Ethics is however a problematical area as there is no absolute agreement as to what constitutes
ethical (or unethical) behaviour. For each of us there is a need to consider our own ethical
position as a starting point because that will affect our own view of ethical behaviour. The
opposition provided by deontological ethics and teleological ethics (regarding the link between
actions and outcomes) (see below), and by ethical relativism and ethical objectivism (regarding
the universality of a given set of ethical principles) represent key areas of debate and contention
in the philosophy of ethics. This provides a starting point for our consideration of ethics.
5.3.1 Deontological Ethics
According to deontologists certain actions are right or wrong in themselves and so there are
absolute ethical standards which need to be upheld. The problems with this position are
concerned with how we know which acts are wrong and how we distinguish between a wrong act
and an omission. Philosophers such as Nagel argue that there is an underlying notion of right
which constrains our actions, although this might be overridden in certain circumstances. Thus,
there may be an absolute moral constraint against killing someone, which in time of war can be
overridden.
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5.3.2 Teleological Ethics
Teleological theory distinguishes between ‘the right’ and ‘the good’, with ‘the right’
encompassing those actions which maximise ‘the good’. Thus it is outcomes which determine
what is right, rather than the inputs (i.e. our actions), in terms of ethical standards. This is the
viewpoint which is promoted by Rawls in his ‘A Theory of Justice’. Under this perspective, ones
duty is to promote certain ends, and the principles of right and wrong organise and direct our
efforts towards these ends.
5.3.3 Utilitarianism
Utilitarianism is based upon the premise that outcomes are all that matter in determining what is
good and that the way in which a society achieves its ultimate good is through each person
pursuing his / her own self interest. The philosophy states that the aggregation of all these self
interests will automatically lead to the maximum good for society at large. Some Utilitarians
have amended this theory to suggest that there is a role for government in mediating between
these individual actions to allow for the fact that some needs can best be met communally.
5.3.4 Ethical Relativism
Relativism is the denial that there are certain universal truths. Thus, ethical relativism posits that
there are no universally valid moral principles. Ethical relativism may be further subdivided into:
‘conventionalism’, which argues that a given set of ethics or moral principles are only valid
within a given culture at a particular time; and ‘subjectivism’, that sees individual choice as the
key determinant of the validity of moral principles.
According to the ‘conventional’ ethical relativism it is the mores and standards of a society
which define what is moral behaviour and ethical standards are set, not absolutely, but according
to the dictates of a given society at a given time. Thus if we conform to the standards of our
society then we are behaving ethically. We can see however that ethical standards change over
time within one society and vary from one society to another; thus the attitudes and practices of
the 19th century are different to our own as are the standards of other countries.
A further problem with this view of ethics is that of how we decide upon the societal ethics
which we seek to conform to. Thus there are the standards of society at large, the standards of our
chosen profession and the standards of the peer group to which we belong. For example, the
standards of society at large tend to be enshrined within the laws of that society. But how many
of us rigorously abide by the speed limits of this country ?
Different grouping within society tend to have different moral standards of acceptable behaviour
and we have a tendency to behave differently at different times and when we are with different
groups of people. Equally when we travel to a foreign country we tend to take with us the ethical
standards of our own country rather than changing to the different standards of the country which
we are visiting. Thus it becomes very difficult to hold to a position of ethical relativism because
of the difficulty of determining the grouping to which we are seeking to conform.
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5.3.5 Ethical Objectivism
This philosophical position is in direct opposition to ethical relativism; it asserts that although
moral principles may differ between cultures, some moral principles have universal validity
whether or not they are universally recognised. There are two key variants of ethical objectivism:
‘strong’ and ‘weak’. Strong ethical objectivism or ‘absolutism’ argues that there is one true moral
system. Weak ethical objectivism holds that there is a ‘core morality’ of universally valid moral
principles, but also accepts an indeterminate area where relativism is accepted.
5.3.6 Concluding remarks
We can see that each of these theories of ethics is problematical and that there is no overarching
principle which determines either what is ethical or what is not. Nevertheless a concern with
ethics has been introduced explicitly into organisation theory and strategy in recent years. This
has led to an increased interest in Corporate Social Responsibility.
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5.4 The Gaia Hypothesis
While theorists of organisations were developing the notion of greater accountability to
stakeholders during the 1970s, other developments were also taking place in parallel. Thus in
1979 Lovelock produced his Gaia Hypothesis in which he proposed a different model of the
planet Earth; in his model the whole of the ecosphere, and all living matter therein, was codependant upon its various facets and formed a complete system.
According to this hypothesis, this complete system, and all components of the system, were
interdependent and equally necessary for maintaining the Earth as a planet capable of sustaining
life. This Gaia hypothesis was a radical departure from classical liberal theory which maintained
that each entity was independent and could therefore concentrate upon seeking satisfaction for its
own wants, without regard to other entities. This classical liberal view of the world forms the
basis of economic organisation, provides a justification for the existence of firms as organs of
economic activity and provides the rationale behind the model of accounting adopted by society.
The Gaia hypothesis however implied that interdependence, and a consequent recognition of the
effect of ones actions upon others, was a facet of life. This consequently necessitates a different
interpretation of accountability in terms of individual and organisational behaviour.
Given the constitution of economic activity into profit seeking firms, each acting in isolation and
concerned solely with profit maximisation, justified according to classical liberalism, it is
perhaps inevitable that organisation theory developed as organisation-centric, seeking merely to
manage the activities of the firm insofar as they affected the firm. Any actions of the firm which
had consequences external to the firm were held not to be the concern of the firm.
Indeed enshrined within classical liberalism, alongside the sanctity of the individual to pursue his
own course of action, was the notion that the operation of the free market mechanism would
mediate between these individuals to allow for an equilibrium based upon the interaction of these
freely acting individuals and that this equilibrium was an inevitable consequence of this
interaction. As a consequence any concern by the firm with the effect of its actions upon
externalities was irrelevant and not therefore a proper concern for its managers.
The Gaia hypothesis stated that organisms were interdependent12 and that it was necessary to
recognise that the actions of one organism affected other organisms and hence inevitably affected
itself in ways which were not necessarily directly related. Thus the actions of an organism upon
its environment and upon externalities was a matter of consequence for every organism. This is
true for humans as much as for any other living matter upon the planet. It is possible to extend
this analogy to a consideration of the organisation of economic activity taking place in modern
society and to consider the implications for the organisation of that activity. As far as profit
seeking organisations are concerned therefore, the logical conclusion from this is that the effect
of the organisation’s activities upon externalities is a matter of concern to the organisation, and
hence a proper subject for the management of organisational activity.
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While it is not realistic to claim that the development of the Gaia Theory has had a significant
impact upon organisational behaviour, it seems perhaps overly coincidental to suggest that a
social concern among business managers developed at the same time that this theory was
propounded. It is perhaps that both are symptomatic of other factors which caused a reexamination of the structures and organisation of society. Nevertheless organisational theory has,
from the 1970s, become more concerned with all the stakeholders of an organisation, whether or
not such stakeholders have any legal status with respect to that organisation.

5.5 Corporate Behaviour
Corporate behavior is important for company success both financially and concerning the
relationship between corporate and business interests (stakeholders). We cannot define corporate
behaviour without a ethical and CSR base in order to refer to that behavioral aspect. Corporate
behaviour involves legal rules, ethical codes of conduct and social responsibility principles
(figure1). In other words corporate behavior is based on all of these components and involves law,
ethics and CSR. It is important to recognize also that this behavior must be ethical but must also
be seen to be ethical – perceptions are very important.
Corporate behavior has effects not only on stakeholders and shareholders but also on the entire
economy. When a corporation acts ethically and socially responsibly in its business decisions and
strategic planning then that corporation will be more sustainable. As we have seen socially
responsible corporate behavior is increasingly seen as essential to the long term survival of companies.
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Figure 5.1
The components of Corporate behaviour

5.6 CSR, Ethics and Corporate Behavior
Carroll (1979: 500) describes CSR in these terms: “the social responsibility of business
encompasses the economic, legal, ethical, and discretionary expectations that society has of
organizations at a given point in time”. After his definition, in 2002 Whetten et al. defined CSR
as “societal expectations of corporate behavior; a behavior that is alleged by a stakeholder to be
expected by society or morally required and is therefore justifiably demanded of a business” (p.
374). After the first definition, the CSR definition on the one hand expanded and covered more
corporate behavior and stakeholder expectation. On the other hand some broad terms – especially
society – have been narrowed to stakeholders.
Corporate behavior toward the stakeholders is becoming a much more important concept in every
definition. Corporate behaviour is an important concept because it has to be ethical, legal, and
responsible behaviour for organizations, stakeholders and society. This aspect of the corporate
behavior has more benefit for society also and so that is why it is more related with ethics and
CSR. We have of course referred to stakeholders in other chapters and this is an increasingly
important aspect of CSR.
To be a socially responsible corporation, a company must be more than a legal and ethical person
also. CSR is not always a legal necessity; increasingly it is an obligation. However a company
has to be socially responsible even though it is not a legal obligation (Aras & Crowther 2008) –
which is one of the most important characteristics of CSR. These provide the platform (see figure
2) upon which social responsibility is built.
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Figure 5.2
The Corporate Behavior Pyramid

5.7 Corporate Reputation
One concept which is of growing importance for business management is that of corporate
reputation. The beginning of the twenty-first century creates a new challenge for corporations –
realising the potential of their corporate brands. In today’s markets organisations focus on
intangible factors in order to compete and differentiate their services/products in an environment,
which is characterised by rapid changes. The reputation of the corporation is often the most
important factor in gaining a competitive advantage as well as building financial and social
success.
Corporations are realising that possessing a well-known name such as Johnson & Johnson, can
help them secure a good position in the marketplace. Businesses are not only faced with
sophisticated and informed stakeholders but also by rigorous regulation and evolving standards
as well as by independent associations and agencies that act as watchdogs guarding the interests
of their publics.
There are many benefits claimed for being perceived as having a good corporate reputation. One
of the main is concerned with the fact that it improves shareholder value; a strong corporate
reputation inspires confidence in investors, which in turn leads to a higher stock price for a
company. It brings increased customer loyalty to the products of the company. A positive
customer perception of a company extends to its products. Equally a strong corporate reputation
is an influential factor for forming partnerships and strategic alliances as the partner company has
the potential to improve its own reputation by association. Similarly a company with a solid
reputation is more influential on legislative and regulatory governmental decision-making.
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Employee morale and commitment are higher at corporations with a good corporate reputation.
At a time of a crisis a good corporate reputation can shield the company from criticism and even
blame, and can help it communicate its own point of view more easily to audiences that are
willing to listen to its point of view. A good example is the Pepsi Cola tampering case according
to which products on sale were found to contain hypodermic syringes. Pepsi dealt effectively
with the crisis by defusing public alarm with a public relations campaign that highlighted the
integrity of its manufacturing process and its corporate credibility.

5.7 Conclusion
Ethical behavior and ethical business has effects not only for stakeholders, and shareholders but
also on the entire economy. We believe that when acting ethically in the business decisionmaking process then this will ensure more effective and productive utilisation of economic
resources. Corporate behavior affects responsible and proper economic and institutional
improvement. It will be also an influence on all society and a common benefit.
Additionally we can make the following points:
x

Organizations affect the external environment - businesses and the wider global
environment
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x

The Gaia hypothesis shows that the whole ecosphere forms a complete system, unlike
classical liberal theory which postulates the independence of each entity

x

From 1970 there have developed theories and regulations to include all stakeholders
inside and outside the organisation

x

Corporate reputation is an increasingly important factors for organisations

x

Ethics has been reinstated as a standard for organisational activity

x

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) as a subject indicates concern with social and
environmental effects of organisational behaviour.
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5.10 Self-test Questions
What are the responsibilities of business in their corporate decisions ?
Why does a company have to be ethical ?
What is the relationship between CSR and corporate behaviour?
Is CSR a legal necessity? Why?
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6. Performance Evaluation and Performance
Reporting
‘If the confidence of the public in the integrity of accountants’ reports is
shaken, their value is gone. To preserve the integrity of his reports, the
accountant must insist upon absolute independence of judgment and
action. The necessity of preserving this position of independence indicates
certain standards of conduct.’
Arthur Andersen 1932
In a survey organised by Faversham House Group four out of every five
executives interviewed said that new laws were the most important factor in
persuading their companies to spend on the right technology and
management to save energy and reduce emissions. More than half viewed
prosecution as the ultimate weapon for forcing responsibility to the top of
the agenda at board meetings.

6.1 Introduction
For all organisation the question of the management of the organisation deoends upon the abaility
to measure performance and then evaluate and report upon that performance. When we are
considering CSR this is equally true, although it becomes more difficult to measure and evaluate
that performance. In this chapter therefore we will consider some of the issues involved.

6.2 What is performance?
It should be clear that the determination of good performance is dependent upon the perspective
from which that performance is being considered and that what one stakeholder grouping might
consider to be good performance may very well be considered by another grouping to be poor
performance (Child 1984). The evaluation of performance therefore for a business depends not
just upon the identification of adequate means of measuring that performance but also upon the
determination of what good performance actually consists of.
Just as the determination of standards of performance depends upon the perspective from which
it is being evaluated, so too does the measurement of that performance, which needs suitably
relevant measures to evaluate performance, not absolutely as this has no meaning, but within the
context in which it is being evaluated. From an external perspective therefore a very different
evaluation of performance might arise, but moreover a very different measurement of
performance, implying a very different use of accounting in that measurement process, might
arise.
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The measurement of stakeholder performance is perhaps even more problematic than the
measurement of financial performance. Objective measures of stakeholder performance are not
reported in the annual reports of companies and therefore we have chosen to consider the
subjective measures included within the “Britain’s Most Admired Companies” surveys annually
published in Management Today. These measures provide a reputation rating, as gathered from
‘rivals’ perceptions, in nine categories and these measures are also added to also provide a total
score. The nine categories are:
x

Quality of management;

x

Quality of goods and services;

x

Capacity to innovate;

x

Quality of marketing;

x

Ability to retain top talent;

x

Community and environmental responsibility;

x

Financial soundness;

x

Value as long-term investment;

x

Use of corporate assets.

6.3 Social accounting
Social accounting first came to prominence during the 1970’s when the performance of
businesses in a wider arena than the stock market, and its value to shareholders, tended to
become of increasing concern. This concern was first expressed through a concern with social
accounting. This can be considered to be an approach to reporting a firm's activities which
stresses the need for identification of socially relevant behaviour, the determination of those to
whom the company is accountable for its social performance and the development of appropriate
measures and reporting techniques.
Thus social accounting considers a wide range of aspects of corporate performance and
encompasses a recognition that different aspects of performance are of interest to different
stakeholder groupings. These aspects can include:
x

The concerns of investors

x

A focus upon community relations
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A concern with ecology

Measuring performance in terms of these aspects will include, in addition to the traditional profit
based measures, such things as:
x

Consumer surplus

x

Economic rent

x

Environmental impact

x

Non-monetary values.
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Many writers consider, by implication, that measuring social performance is important without
giving reasons for believing so. Solomons (1974) however considered the reasons for measuring
objectively the social performance of a business. He suggests that while one reason is to aid
rational decision making, another reason is of a defensive nature.
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Unlike other writers, Solomons not only argued for the need to account for the activities of an
organisation in term of its social performance but also suggests a model for doing this, in terms
of a statement of social income. His model for the analysis of social performance is as follows:
Fig 6.1
Model for social performance
XAnalysis of Social Performance
Statement of Social Income:

£

Value generated by the productive process

xxx

+

unappropriable benefits

xxx

-

external costs imposed on the community

xxx

Net social profit / loss

xxx

While Solomons proposes this model, which seems to provide a reasonable method of reporting
upon the effects of the activities of an organisation on its external environment, he fails to
provide any suggestions as to the actual measurement of external costs and benefits. Such
measurement is much more problematic and this is one of the main problems of any form of
social accounting – the fact that the measurement of effects external to the organisation is
extremely difficult.
Indeed it can be argued that this difficulty in measurement is one reason why organisations have
concentrated upon the measurement through accounting for their internal activities, which are
much more susceptible to measurement.

6.4 Aspects of performance
One factor of importance to all organisations, which comes from its control system, is the factor
of performance measurement and evaluation. To evaluate performance it is necessary to measure
performance and Churchman (1967) states that measurement needs the following components:
x

Language to express results;

x

Specification of objects to which the results will apply;

x

Standardisation for transferability between organisations or over time;

x

Accuracy and control to permit evaluation.
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Kimberley, Norling and Weiss (1983) also make this point and argue that traditional measures do
not necessarily even measure some aspects of performance and can certainly lead to inadequate
and misleading evaluations of performance. They state that:
Traditional perspectives on performance tend to ignore the fact that organisations also
perform in other, less observable arenas. Their performance in these arenas may in some
cases be more powerful shapers of future possibilities than how they measure up on
traditional criteria. And, paradoxically competence in the less observable arenas may be
interpreted as incompetence by those whose judgements are based solely on traditional
criteria. Particularly in the case of organisations serving the interests of more than one
group where power is not highly skewed and orientations diverge, the ability to develop
and maintain a variety of relationships in the context of diverse and perhaps
contradictory pressure is critical yet not necessarily visible to the external observer.
(p251)

6.5 The balanced scorecard
A different perspective upon performance evaluation has been proposed by Kaplan and Norton
(1992) with the development of their balanced scorecard approach. They argue that traditional
measurement systems in organisation are based upon the finance function and so have a control
bias but that the balanced scorecard puts strategy and vision at the centre. They identify four
components of the balanced scorecard, each of equal importance, and each having associated
goals and measures. The four components are:

x

Financial perspective - how does the firm look to shareholders;

x

Customer perspective - how do customers perceive the firm;

x

Internal business perspective - what must the firm excel at;

x

Innovation and learning perspective - can the firm continue to improve and create value.

They state (1993) that measurement is an integral part of strategy, stating:
Today's managers recognise the impact that measures have on performance. But they
rarely think of measurement as an essential part of their strategy. For example,
executives may introduce new strategies and innovative operating processes intended to
achieve breakthrough performance, then continue to use the same short-term financial
indicators they have used for decades, measures like return on investment, sales growth,
and operating income. (p135)
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and
Effective measurement, however, must be an integral part of the management process.
(p136)
They maintain that the balanced scorecard is a way of evaluating performance which recognises
all the factors affecting performance and it is certainly true that an external perspective, in the
shape of customers, is included in this framework. The framework they propose looks as in
Figure 6.2.
Figure 6.2
The Balanced Scorecard

Customer Perspective

Internal Business

Innovation and

Perspective

Learning Perspective
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The scorecard enables companies to balance their short-run and long-run goals. It also highlights
where results have been achieved by trade off of other objectives.
The scorecard uses four perspectives from which to view the firm. These are:
x

Financial

How the company is perceived by the shareholders.

x

Customers

How the company is perceived by its customers.

x

Internal

What must the company excel at e.g. core competencies.

x

Innovation & Learning

How can future value be created.

Each business that adopts the approach develops its own purpose built scorecard that reflects its
“mission, strategy, technology and culture”. The strength of the system is that it measures the
success in achieving the strategies cascaded down by top management. There is often a
divergence between mission statements, strategies and performance measures. The scorecard
offers a mechanism to avoid this divergence.
The scorecard could, for example, take a mission statement that has a customer focus and convert
generally stated goals into specific objectives and then develop associated performance measures.
In this example the measurement system may seek an interface with the customer’s management
information system. If the customer has a system for capturing data that assesses its suppliers the
firm could attempt to capture this information to enable it to judge its performance through the
customer’s eyes.
The balanced scorecard system, it is claimed, actually balances the competing needs of an
organisation. In its original form (1992) the balanced scorecard was credited with the ability to
"allow managers to look at the business from four important perspectives". The techniques is
claimed to focus upon the needs of the stakeholders of a business. Thus shareholders and
customers are two specific stakeholders that are mentioned within the balanced scorecard. The
focus upon innovation and learning however and upon continuous improvement would also
indicate the need for employee development and supplier relations should be incorporated within
the internal-business-process perspective (as it was referred to in 1996).
In fact each business is expected to design and adopt its own scorecard to meet its own needs.
Kaplan and Norton (1996) explicitly state that they "don't think that all stakeholders are entitled
to a position on a business unit's scorecard. The scorecard outcomes and performance drivers
should measure those factors that create competitive advantage and breakthroughs for an
organization." The overarching objective of the balanced scorecard is to achieve both short-term
and long-term financial success and is actually competing with other more explicitly shareholder
value based approaches as a method to enable businesses to achieve this.
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6.6 The environmental audit
Before the development of any appropriate measures can be considered it is first necessary for
the organisation to develop an understanding of the effects of its activities upon the external
environment. The starting point for the development of such an understanding therefore is the
undertaking of an environmental audit. An environmental audit is merely an investigation and
recording of the activities of the organisation in order to develop this understanding (Kinnersley
1994).
Indeed ISO14000 is concerned with such audits in the context of the development of
environmental management systems. Such an audit will address, inter alia, the following issues:
x

The extent of compliance with regulations and possible future regulations

x

The extent and effectiveness of pollution control procedures

x

The extent of energy usage and possibilities increasing for energy efficiency

x

The extent of waste produced in the production processes and the possibilities for
reducing such waste or finding uses for the waste necessarily produced

x

The extent of usage of sustainable resources and possibilities for the development of
renewable resources

x

The extent of usage of recycled materials and possibilities for increasing recycling

x

Life cycle analysis of products and processes

x

The possibilities of increasing capital investment to affect these issues

x

The existence of or potential for environmental management procedures to be
implemented

Such an audit will require a detailed understanding of the processes of an organisation and so will
be detailed and cannot be undertaken just by the accountants of the organisation. It will also
involve other specialists and managers within the organisation who will need to pool their
knowledge and expertise to arrive at a full understanding. Indeed one of the features of
environmental accounting is that its operation depends to a significant extent upon the
cooperation of the various technical and managerial specialists within the organisation such
accounting cannot be undertaken by the accountants alone.
The objective of such an audit is firstly to arrive at an understanding of the effects of
organisational activity and then to be able to assign costs to such activity. It should also enable
the managers of the organisation to consider alternative ways of undertaking the various
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activities which comprise the operational processes of the organisation and to consider and
evaluate the cost implications, as well as the benefits, of undertaking such processes differently.
Such an audit will probably necessitate the collection of information which has not previously
been collected by the organisation, although it may well be in existence somewhere within the
organisation’s data files. A complete environmental audit is a detailed and time consuming
operation but there is no need for such an exercise to be completed as one operation. Indeed the
review of processes and costs should be a continuous part of any organisation’s activity which
can lead to the implementation of better processes or control procedures without any regard to
environmental implications.
Thus the way to approach this is to extend the normal routines of the organisation to include a
consideration, and quantification, of environmental effects on an ongoing basis.
Once this audit has been completed then it is possible to consider the development of appropriate
measures and reporting mechanisms to provide the necessary information for both internal and
external consumption. These measures need to be based upon the principles of environmental
accounting, as outlined below. It is important to recognise however that such an environmental
audit, while the essential starting point for the development of such accounting and reporting,
should not be viewed as an discrete isolated event in the developmental process.
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Environmental auditing needs to be carried out on a recurrent basis, much as is financial or
systems auditing, in order to both review progress through a comparative analysis and to
establish where further improvement can be made in the light of progress to date and changing
operational procedures.

6.7 The Measurement of Performance
The measurement of performance is central to any consideration of performance evaluation and
this resolves into two areas for consideration, namely why measure and what to measure.
Measurement theory states that measurement is essentially a comparative process, and
comparison provides the purpose for measurement. Measurement enables the comparison of the
constituents of performance in the following areas:
x

Temporally by enabling the comparison of one time period with another;

x

Geographically by enabling the comparison of one business, sector or nation with
another;

x

Strategically by enabling alternative courses of action and their projected consequences
to be compared.

Performance itself is not absolute but rather comparative and it is essential in evaluating
performance to be able to assess comparatively in the nature of ‘better than expected’, ‘worse
than the competition’ etc. It is not possible to assess performance in other than these terms and so
a quantitative approach to performance evaluation is essential even if some aspects of
performance are qualitative in nature. It is necessary therefore that measurement is a constituent
of performance evaluation and so it becomes necessary to determine what should be measured in
order to evaluate performance.
It is essential therefore to select appropriate measures for the purpose of the evaluation. It is
argued however that appropriate measures cannot be selected until the purpose of evaluation has
been determined. It is therefore again demonstrated that the foundation of performance
measurement is the identification of the reasons for the evaluation of performance, and this must
now be considered. It is clear from the evaluation of the literature, and a consideration of actual
practice, that the evaluation of performance takes place for several reasons.
x

For control

x

For strategy formulation

x

For accountability
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6.8 The Evaluation of Performance
A variety of measures exist to measure and evaluate performance, and while these have been
criticised in their efficiency by some writers, it is nevertheless true that such measures have a role
in this function. The efficiency of measures of performance can only be determined however by
considering their use in the measurement of performance when the purpose of that measurement
has been determined. It seems reasonable to argue that different purposes need different measures
and that perhaps some, but by no means all, measures are universal in addressing all needs.
Measurements derive their meaning however from the use to which they are applied and
mismeasurement by using measures incorrectly causes conflict and misunderstanding. Once a
framework has been developed which identifies and addresses needs and purposes of evaluation
it is then possible to consider the efficiency and effectiveness of existing measures and identify
deficiencies in the measurement system. It is then possible to develop and implement new
measures which are appropriate to the purposes identified.
It can readily be seen that the differing needs of different parties in the evaluation process cause
tensions within the organisation as it seeks to meet its internal control, strategy formulation and
accountability functions and produce a reporting structure to meet these needs. While the basic
information required to satisfy these needs is the same information, or at least derives from the
same source data, the way in which it is analysed and used is different, which can lead to conflict
within the organisation.
Such conflict is exacerbated when a measure is adapted for one need but only at the expense of a
deterioration in its appropriateness for another purpose. Part of the semiotic of corporate
reporting however is that managers have the ability to manage information provision in such a
way that all stakeholders can be satisfied both with the information received and with the
performance of the organisation.
One factor of importance in performance evaluation is the concept of the sustainability of
performance. It is therefore important for all stakeholders to be able to ascertain, or at least
project, not just current performance but its implications for the future. Performance evaluation
must therefore necessarily have a future orientation for all evaluations. The appropriate measures
developed through this proposed framework are likely to facilitate a better projection of the
sustainability of performance levels and the future impact of current performance.
This is because the addressing of the needs of all stakeholders is likely to reveal factors which
will impact upon future performance and which might not be considered if a more traditional
approach was taken towards performance evaluation. An example might be the degree to which
raw materials from renewable resources have become significant to many industries recently but
were not considered at all until recently by any stakeholders of an organisation other than
community and environmental pressure groups.
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6.9 Multi-dimensional performance management
Probably the best known of the multi-dimensional performance measurement frameworks is the
balanced scorecard , which we have considered. Another example is the service profit chain
which specifically considers three stakeholders – namely employees, customers and shareholders.
Again this model specifically considers the first two stakeholders as means to achieving superior
financial results.
Thus it is argued that satisfied and motivated employees are essential if service quality is to be of
a high standard and hence customers are to be satisfied. Further it is then argued that satisfied
customers provide the base for superior financial results. Both of these models acknowledge the
needs of stakeholder groups and thus deem it necessary to measure performance for these groups
but still target financial performance as the ultimate goal.
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A stakeholder managed organisation therefore attempts to consider the diverse and conflicting
interests of its stakeholders and balance these interests equitably. The motivations for
organisations to use stakeholder management maybe in order to improve financial performance
or social or ethical performance, howsoever these may be measured. In order to be able to
adequately manage stakeholder interests it is necessary to measure the organisation's
performance to these stakeholders and this can prove complicated and time-consuming.
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6.10 Conclusions
Social and environmental accounting has a significant part to play in the management of an
organisation and the adoption of the techniques will have the following effects:
x

Improved decision making within the organisation

x

Better cost allocation, leading to improved decision making

x

Better use of, and allocation of, resources within the organisation

x

Improved operational performance

x

Improved operational procedures, based upon greater understanding of the impact of
activities

x

Improved profitability, through either cost reduction or increased activity

x

Greater support of investors and other stakeholders, through increased transparency and
disclosure leading to greater confidence

These effects are based upon the adoption of the principles of social and environmental
accounting but these principles need to be translated into action, in terms of the accounting and
reporting systems of the organisation. It is to this that we now turn.
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6.13 Self-test questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What categories are included for Britain;s most admired companies?
What factors are included in he balanced scorecard?
Why is the measurement of performance important?
What is ISO14000 and what factors does it cover?
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7. Globalisation and CSR
Truly accepted values must infuse the organisation at many levels, affecting
the perspective and attitudes of personnel, the relative importance of staff
activities, the distribution of authority, relations with outside groups, and
many other matters. Thus if a large corporation asserts the wish to change
its role in the community from a narrow emphasis on profit-making to a
large social responsibility (even though the ultimate goal remains some
combination of survival and profit-making ability), it must explore the
implications of such a change for decision making in a wide variety of
organisational activities.
Selznick (1957: 136)

7.1 Introduction
Globalisation is a leading concept which has become the main factor in business life during the
last few decades. This phenomenon affects the economy, business life, society and environment
in different ways, and almost all corporations have been affected by these changes. We can see
these changes mostly related with increasing competition and the rapid changing of technology
and information transfer. This issue makes corporations more profit oriented than a long term and
sustainable company. However, corporations are a vital part of society which needs to be
organised properly. Therefore we need some social norms, rules and principles in society and
business life for socially responsible behavior.

7.2 Globalisation
Globalisation can be defined as the free movement of goods, services and capital. This definition
does not cover all the aspects of globalisation or global changing. Globalisation also should be a
process which integrates world economies, culture, technology and governance. This is because
globalisation also involves the transfer of information, skilled employee mobility, the exchange
of technology, financial funds flow and geographic arbitrage between developed countries and
developing countries. Moreover globalisation has religious, environmental and social dimensions.
In order to encompass this broad impact area globalisation covers all dimensions of the world
economy, environment and society. Moreover it is apparent all over the world and the world is
changing dramatically. Every government has a responsibility to protect all of their economy and
domestic market from this rapid changing.
The question is how a company will adapt to this changing. First of all companies have to know
different effects of globalisation. Globalisation has some opportunities and threats. A company
might have learn how to protect itself from some negative effects and how to get opportunities
from this situation.
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Globalisation affects the economy, business life, society and environment in different ways:
x

Increasing competition,

x

Technological development,

x

Knowledge/Information transfer,

x

Portfolio investment (fund transfer between developed countries and emerging markets),

x

Regulation/deregulation, International standards,

x

Market integration,

x

Intellectual capital mobility,

x

Financial crisis-contagion effect-global crisis.

7.2.1 Competition
Globalisation leads to increased competition. (Increased competition is a consequence of
globalisation) This competition can be related to product and service cost and price, target market,
technological adaptation, quick response and quick production by companies etc. When a
company produces with less cost and sells cheaper, it will be able to increase its market share.
Customers have too much choice in the market and they want to acquire goods and services
quickly and in a more efficient way. And also they are expecting hıgh quality and a cheap price
which they are willing to pay. All these expectations need a response from the company,
otherwise sales of company will decrease and they will lose profit and market share. A company
must be always ready for price, product and service and customer preferences because all of
these are global market requirements.
7.2.2 Exchange of Technology
One of the most striking manifestations of globalization is the use of new technologies by
entrepreneurial and internationally oriented firms to exploit new business opportunities. Internet
and e-commerce procedures hold particular potential for SMEs seeking to broaden their
involvement into new international markets (Wrighta & Etemad, 2001). Technology is also one
of the main tools of competition and the quality of goods and services. On the other hand it
necessitates quite a lot of cost for the company. The company has to use the latest technology for
increasing their sales and product quality. Globalisation has increased the speed of technology
transfer and technological improvement. Customer expectations are directing markets. Mostly
companies in capital intensive markets are at risk and that is why they need quick/rapid adapting
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concerning the customer/market expectations. These companies have to have efficient
technology management and efficient R&D management.
7.2.3 Knowledge/Information transfer
Information is a most expensive and valuable production factor in the current environment
(presently/currently/at the current time) Information can be easily transferred and exchanged
from one country to another. If a company have a chance to use knowledge and information then
it means that it can adapt to this global changing. This issue is similar with the technology
transfer issue in global markets. The rapid changing of the market requires also quick transfer of
knowledge and efficient using of that knowledge and information.
7.2.4 Portfolio investment (Financial fund flows)
Globalisation encourages increased international portfolio investment. Additionally, financial
markets have become increasingly open to international capital flows. For this reason, portfolio
investment is one of the major problems of developing economies. It is almost the only way to
increase liquidity of the markets and economies for emerging countries through attracting foreign
funds. Significantly, this short term investment can dramatically impact on the financial markets.
When the emerging economies have some problem in their country or investors make enough
profit from their investment then these investors might leave the market. This would mean that
market liquidity decreased and financial markets indicators plummet immediately.
7.2.5 Regulation/deregulation and international standards
Globalisation needs more regulation of the markets and economy. There are many new and
complicated financial instruments and methods in the market and such instruments easily transfer
and trade in other countries because of the globalisation effect. Every new system, instrument or
tool requires new rules and regulations to determine its impact area. These regulations are also
necessary to protect countries against global risks and crises. When the crisis comes out of one
country then it influences other countries with trade channels and fund transfers, which we call
the contagion effect. On the other hand, during globalisation the shares of big companies are
trading in the international stock markets and these companies have shareholders and
stakeholders in many different countries. International rules and regulations also offers protection
to small investors against the big scandals and other problems in companies.
International standards also regulate markets and economies by means of international principles
and rules such as International accounting standards, international auditing standards. It aims to
make corporate reporting standardised and comparable
So that is why the globalised world has more rules and more regulations and international
standards than before.
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7.2.6 Market integration
In fact globalisation leads to the conversion of many markets and economies into one market and
economy. The aim of international standards and regulations is also to deregulate all these
markets. The economy needs financial structures capable of handling the higher risk in the new
economy. For this reason financial markets must be broad, deep, and liquid and at present only
the U.S. financial markets are large enough to provide this financial structure in the world market.
Global stock market projection and Pan-European stock market projection are part of this
changing. There are many similar examples in the current situation for market integration which
are also the result of increasing competition in the economy. Integration examples are prominent
in company mergers and acquisitions as well.
7.2.7 Qualitative Intellectual capital mobility
Another effect of globalisation is human capital mobility through knowledge and information
transfers. One of the reasons is that international/multinational companies have subsidiaries,
partners and agencies in different countries. They need skilled and experienced international
employees and rotation from country to country to provide appropriate international business
practice. This changing also requires more skilled, well educated and movable employees who
can adapt quickly to different market conditions.
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7.2.8 Financial crisis-contagion effect-global crisis
Financial crises are mostly determined through globalisation and as a result of the globalisation
impact. In fact, this is quite a true explanation. The financial world has witnessed a number of
crises cases. Generally financial crises come out from international funds/capital flows (portfolio
investments), lack of proper regulations and standards, complex financial instruments, rapid
development of financial markets, asymmetric information and information transfers. One
country crisis can turn into a global crisis with systemic risk effect. Systemic risk refers to a
spreading financial crisis from one country to another country. In some cases, crises spread even
between countries which do not appear to have any common economic fundamentals/problems.
Previous global crises have also showed that one of the reasons for the crisis is unregulated
markets.

7.3 How Globalisation Affects CSR
The question might be how globalisation affects CSR. But the answer to this question is not only
related to the last quarter of the 20th century but also related to previous centuries. John Maynard
Keynes calculated that the standard of living had increased 100 percent over four thousand years.
Adam Smith had an important (seminal) idea about the wealth of communities and in 1776 he
described conditions which would lead to increasing income and prosperity. Similarly there is
much evidence from economic history to demonstrate the benefit of moral behaviour; for
example, Robert Owen in New Lanark, and Jedediah Strutt in Derbyshire – both in the UK –
showed the economic benefits of caring for stakeholders. More recently Friedman has paid
attention to the moral impact of the economic growth and development of society.
It is clear that there is nothing new about economic growth, development and globalisation.
Economic growth generally brings out some consequences for the community. This is becoming
a world phenomenon. One of the most important reasons is that we are not taking into account
the moral, ethical and social aspects of this process. Some theorists indicated the effect of this
rapid changing more than a hundred year ago. Economic growth and economic development
might not be without social and moral consequences and implications.
Another question is who is responsible of this ongoing process and for ensuring the wellbeing of
people and safeguarding their prosperity. Is this the responsibility of governments, the business
world (businessman), consumers, shareholders, or of all people? Government is part of the
system and the regulator of markets and lawmakers. Managers, businessmen and the business
world take action concerning the market structure, consumer behaviour or commercial conditions.
Moreover, they are responsible to the shareholders for making more profit to keep their interest
long term in the company. Therefore they are taking risk for their benefit/profit. This risk is not
opposed to the social or moral/ethical principles which they have to apply in the company. There
are many reasons for ethical and socially responsible behaviour of the company. However, there
are many cases of misbehaviour and some illegal operations of some companies. Increasing
competition makes business more difficult than before in the globalised world.
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The good news and our expectations are that competition will not have any longer bad influence
on company behaviour. According to international norms (practice) and expectations, companies
have to take into account social, ethical and environmental issues more than during the last two
decades. One of the reasons is more competition not always more profit; another reason is
consumer expectation is not only related to the cost of products but also related to quality, proper
production process and environmental sensitivity.
Moreover shareholders are more interested in long term benefit and profit from the company.
The key word of this concept is long termism which represents also a sustainable company.
Shareholders want to get long term benefit with a sustainable company instead of only short term
profit. This is not only related to the company profit but also related to the social and
environmental performance of the company. Thus, managers have to make strategic plans for the
company concerning all stakeholder expectations which are sustainable and provide long term
benefit for the companies with their investments. However, Sustainability can be seen as
including the requirement that whatever justice is about – fair distribution of goods, fair
procedures, respect for rights – is capable of being sustained into the future indefinitely. Thus
sustainability requires that the values of justice are capable of being continued into the future: if
current practices for instance were just from the present point of view but would prevent the
same practices from occurring in the future, that would be rejected from the point of view of
sustainability (Dower, 2004)…. So investor or shareholder expectations and all other
stakeholders approaches are supporting a socially responsible and ethical company more than
other companies. Globalisation has had a very sharp effect on company behaviour and still we
can see many problems particularly in developing countries. This is one of the realities of the
globalisation process. However we are hoping to see some different approaches and
improvements to this process with some of them naturally related to some international principles,
rules and norms. But most of them are related to the end of this flawed system and the problems
of capitalisation.
The challenge of CSR in a globalizing world is to engage in a process of political deliberation
which aims at setting and resetting the standards of global business behaviour. While stakeholder
management deals with the idea of internalizing the demands, values and interests of those actors
that affect or are affected by corporate decision-making, we argue that political CSR can be
understood as a movement of the corporation into environmental and social challenges such as
human rights, global warming, or deforestation (Scherer & Palazzo, 2008), .

7.4 Globalisation, Corporate Failures and CSR
Enron, WorldCom, Qwest, Parmalat, Sunkill, ImClone, and various other corporate failures bring
out some governance and CSR issues and have increased attention to the role of business ethics.
Managers and CEO’s of these companies must be considered responsible for all of these failures
and these are cases of “corporate irresponsibility”. Many people have the opinion that if
corporations were to behave responsibly, most probably corporate scandals would stop.
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CSR protects firms against some long term loss. When corporations have social responsibilities,
they calculate their risk and the cost of failure. Firstly, a company has to have responsibility to
share holders and also all stakeholders which means that it has responsibility to all society.
Corporate failures have an important impact on all society also. In particular, big scandals such
as Enron have sharply affected the market and the economy. Various stakeholders (e.g. employee,
customer, consumer, suppliers etc) as well as shareholders and regulators of the firm have a
responsibility to ensure good performance. Therefore, CSR is not only related to firms but also
related to all society. So changing the role of corporate responsibility shifts/moves the focus from
the real problem that society needs to address.
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One of the reasons for this result is increasing competition between the company and the market.
Managers tend to become much more ambitious than before in their behaviour and statüs in the
globalised world. Thus we have to focus on corporate and managerial behaviour. The question is
how to behave as a socially responsible manager and how to solve this vital problem in business
life and in society. In the business world there are always some rules, principles and norms as
well as regulations and some legal requirements.
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However, to be socially responsible one must be more than simply law abiding who has to be
capable of acting and being held accountable for decisions and actions. The problem is the
implication for all of these directions for company and managerial behaviour. On the other hand,
one perspective is that a corporation is a “legal person” and has the rights and duties that go with
that status—including social responsibility. In the case of Enron, managers were aware of all
regulations, even though they have known all irresponsible and unethical problems in the
company management, they did not change their approach and behaviour.
The conclusion is that it is not always possible to control behaviour and corporate activity with
regulations, rules and norms. So another question arises in this situation, that if people do not
know their responsibility and socially responsible things to do and if they do not behave socially
responsibly then, who will control this problem in business life and in the market. The concern is
that the social responsibility implication of the company cannot be controlled through legal
means. This is the only social contract between mangers and society and stakeholders of the
company and for responsible and accountable behaviour.
Firms will consciously need to focus on creating value not only in financial terms, but also in
ecological and social terms. The challenge facing the business sector is how to set about meeting
these expectations. Firms will need to change not only in themselves, but also in the way they
interact with their environment (Cramer,2002).

7.5 Is Globalisation an opportunity or threat for CSR?
We have no certain answer for this question which is depends on from where are you are looking.
It is clear that the globalisation has different effects on the social responsibility of the company
and the behaviour of managers. Some of these are supporting companies/managers for
motivating towards socially responsible behaviour, while others of them are destroying fair
business and all principles, norms and regulations which are the result of increasing competition.
Globalization has been created bigger companies in terms of turnover, market capitalization, and
amount of assets. This causes imperfect competition with other small and medium size
companies which is a major threat for them. But it might also provide to companies great
opportunities for reaching people and customers, and for collaboration with other companies
from all over the world. In fact we have to accept that globalisation is an inevitable phenomenon
for which we have no alternative yet. Well regulated and controlled markets are not a big
problem and threat, but lack of regulation and norms is the main problem in a developing country
which globalisation has a big influence in these economies.
Moreover CSR implementation is the one of the most important issues for globalised economies
and markets. CSR requires some rules for the determination of the relationship between the
corporation and society, which is still a complicated process. The implication is that CSR is not
merely a simple process but also needs a long term strategic approach by companies which need
to learn socially responsible behaviour and their decision makers must enforce these principles in
the company.
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When the company takes a long term perspective it will have benefits concerning profit and
stakeholder interests in the company. Some studies show that there is a clear relationship
between CSR and corporate financial performance which is an important academic research topic.
Research results focus on the existence of slack resources resulting from better financial
performance made when companies invest in areas that are related to social actions. Some other
results also support the good management approach which states that good management practice
resulting from engagement in social actions enhances the relationship with stakeholders, leading
to better financial performance. This topic still needs more research for finding better solutions
for corporate behaviour.
The duty of corporations is serving their shareholder through providing proper products and
services. The purchasing decision of the customer is not only related with price and quality but
also based on a consideration of the social behaviour of the company. Socially responsible
investment and behaviour gives some opportunities to the company which are more visible than
others and show more concern for stakeholders also.
In particular, the development of information technology is helpful for the company for trading
in any place in the world to any customer. Customers want the corporation to behave properly to
its suppliers, and their suppliers to treat their labourers fairly even in far distant countries. When
the company behaves unethically then people will know this problem all over the word and its
effect on company sales and stakeholder interests for the company.
So from this aspect globalisation has a multidimensional effect relating to socially responsible
behaviour. Good and bad behaviour are easily visible around the world and all company
stakeholders will be aware of it. A company can use this opportunity both ways, which is that
good behaviour affects the company positively but unethical behaviour will undoubtedly have
negative effects for them. Companies already know that proper behaviour is the only way they
can survive and enhance their commercial interests and thereby increase their profits. So the
demands of society will be reflected in corporate behaviour. As a In summary, a firm has an
investment in reputation, including its reputation for being socially responsible. An increase in
perceived social responsibility may improve the image of the firm's management and permit it to
exchange costly explicit claims for less costly implicit charges. In contrast, a decline in the level
of stakeholders' view of a firm's social responsibility may reduce its reputation and result in an
increase in costly explicit claims (Mcguire & Sundgren &Schneeweis,1988), We can also
confidently say about CSR’s impact at the present time is that it benefits some people and some
companies in some situations. Consequently thought is being given to the implications of CSR
for the developing world (Blowfield M, J. G. Frynas, 2005).
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7.6 Conclusion
As we can see, globalisation has an enormous effect on society and business life which can be
manifest in a number of different ways. So business life needs more regulation and proper and
socially responsible behavior than before. In this chapter we have shown the relationship between
CSR and globalisation. We pointed out that the relationship between business failure/ scandals
increased after the globalization, and social responsible behavior.
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7.9 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is the main indicator of Globalisation?
How globalisation effect CSR?
Is globalisation threat for CSR?
Is the reason of the big corporate scandal irresponsible management?
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8. CSR in not for profit organisations
A not for profit organisation is one whose objective is to support or
engage in activities of public or private interest without any commercial or
monetary profit. In many countries some will be charities but there will also
be many which are not.
A non-governmental organisation (NGO) is a legally constituted
organisation operates without any participation or representation of any
government. In the cases in which NGOs are funded totally or partially by
governments, the NGO maintains its non-governmental status insofar as it
excludes government representatives from membership in the organisation.

8.1 Introduction
It is important to consider the nature of the sector. The not for profit (NFP) sector is one which is
growing in importance all over the world. Moreover it is much bigger than people generally
realise. In Europe for example it is estimated that the sector comprises around 40% of GDP. In
this chapter we will explore the distinctive nature of the sector and consider the implications for
CSR.
In the world as a whole there is an unknown number of such organisations. In India alone, for
example, it is estimated that between 1million and 2 million such organisations exist. Some are
very large – such as governmental institutions and the largest charitie (eg WWF) but many are
very small.
There is a growing movement within the “non”-profit and “non”-government sector to define
itself in a more constructive, accurate way. Instead of being defined by “non” words,
organisations are suggesting new terminology to describe the sector. The term “civil society
organization” (CSO) has been used by a growing number of organisations, such as the Center for
the Study of Global Governance. The term “citizen sector organisation” (CSO) has also been
advocated to describe the sector — as one of citizens, for citizens. This labels and positions the
sector as its own entity, without relying on language used for the government or business sectors.
However some have argued that this is not particularly helpful given that most NGOs are in fact
funded by governments and business.

8.2 Distinguishing features of sector
The first thing we must remember about this sector is that there is no profit motive and decisions
must be taken according to different criteria. Instead the emphasis is upon the provision of a
service, which is the essential reason for the existence of such an organisation. Additionally there
is normally a disconnection between the acquisition of resources and their use – in other words
the money to provide the services normally does not come from the recipient of those services.
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Moreover the need for those services frequently outstrips the ability of the organisation to satisfy
those needs and it is forever operating under a situation of resource constrain.
This means that there are different motivations operating in the NFP. It also means that the
stakeholders are different – something which we will return to as it is important for our
consideration of CSR in such organisations.

8.3 Types of NFP organisation
We can classify NFPs into various types, each with different purposes:
8.3.1 Public bodies
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These are related to government in some way and include such things as a local authority and a
health authority. These all have the function of providing services to members of society and
receive their funding and powers directly from the national government.
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8.3.2 Quasi public body
These are also often known as Quangos (quasi autonomous non-governmental organisations) and
serve a public or civic purpose without having any direct relationship with the government. Many
civic societies are like this and other examples include such things as housing associations. These
too often get some funding directly from the government.
8.3.3 Educational institution
As the name suggests these serve an educational function and include such organisations as
schools, further education colleges and universities. These may be publicly owned organisations
or privately owned and the norm differs between countries.
8.3.4 Charity
We will consider these in detail later but here we need to recognise that a charity exists to fulfil a
particular function which involves providing a service.

8.4 Motivation for NFP’s
The motivation for the existence of NFP’s is important to consider as it tens to be different to
profit seeking organisations and this has implications for CSR. Firstly a NFP organisation is
motivated by some kind of societal concern. Normally this involves the provision of a service to
some part of that society and this service provision is normally unrelated to payment for that
service.
One motivation for an NFP therefore is the acquisition of resources in order to undertake the
provision of those services. Thus there is a concern with the optimising of the utilisation and
allocation of what is inevitable scarce and restricted resources. Similarly there is a concern with
transaction cost minimisation. These issues are similar to those of profit seeking organisations
but the way in which they are decided and the way in which effecyiveness is measured tends to
be quite different.
Because there is no profit motive then this way of providing motivation to managers and
rewarding them for their performance does not exist and alternatives must be sought. Another
factors which must be borne in mind is the matter of who decides what is good performance. For
a profit seeking organisation the customer will ultimately decide by choosing to buy or not buy.
In a NFO there is no customer and the service beneficiaries do not pay (or at least not full cost)
for the service received.
Thus the determining of measures of performance is important for these organisations. So too is
the setting of standards and the reporting of performance. This is normally done through the
development of performance indicators. Often a variety of measures are used including:
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x

Budgetary control / cash flow

x

Performance indicators

x

Non-financial measures

x

Qualitative factors
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For the evaluation of performance then there is less relevance of accounting measures and a
correspondingly greater importance of non-financial measures. This inevitable involves problems
of quantification and a necessity for deciding between alternatives. One technique which is
particular to this environment is that o fcost benefit analysis.

8.5 Implications for managers
It will be apparent that there are a number of issues facing managers of these organisations. The
first is concerned with the acquisition and utilisation of resources. There is considerable
uncertainty regarding the acquisition of resources and this makes planning particularly difficult.
The planning horizon therefore tends to be short even though the projects which some NFPs are
involved in are inevitably long term in duration.
Other issues which concern managers include the setting of objectives and the measuring of
performance . Finance, budgeting & control of course are particularly important in this
environment. Another factor is concerned with the influence of stakeholders. Without customers
and without shareholders and investors there are a range of other stakeholders who are important
and have a great deal of influence. These will include such stakeholders are donors, recipients
and society at large.
As far as the external environment is concerned the there are a number of issues which are
important and distinctive. The first is the question of market identification; this is essential for
planning but is not necessarily obvious. Then, as we have implied already there is the fact that
service delivery is not evaluated by its beneficiaries who do not pay for its receipt. There are a lot
of different stakeholders who all have a view about performance and some influence on its
evaluation – a complex situation.
NFPs are – in theory at least – not in competition with each other: this is true as far as helping
beneficiaries is concerned but there is an element of competition in the acquisition of resources.
For the provision of services there are generally several organisations involved in providing the
same services and it might be thought that collaboration – rather than competition – might be an
effective way of providing such services. Certainly high profile disasters always several large
charities which often collaborate and pool resources.
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One of the factors in this sector however is that the largest NFPs are most able to acquire
additional resources. Thus there is competition for market share because this leads to easier
resource acquisition. In theory also NFPs exist to fulfil a particular purpose. Once that purpose
has been satisfies there is no purpose to their continued existence. For both of these factors
however the egos of the people managing the NFPs becomes a factor as each strives to extend its
life, extend its purpose and extend its size and market share.

8.6 Available resources
For many NFPs the main source of funding comes from the government. This is certainly true for
public bodies and for quasi public bodies. In most countries it is also true for educational
institutions. For the largest charities it is also true as governments tend to use these charities to
distribute their aid programmes.
Other sources of funding include borrowing but this is only really an option for capital projects
when some security can be provided. So for many NFPs the other main source of funding is from
fund raising. This can take the form of seeking donations or legacies or trusts. For the larger
organisations then raising funds through trading is also a viable possibility and in the UK, for
example, the shopping centres have a considerable number of charities represented.
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8.7 Structure of a charity
As charities are a significant number of the organisations in the NFP sector then we need to
consider their structure in some detail. The first point to make is concerning the legal
environment in which they operate. This can be described intra vires rather than ultra vires. The
difference is as follows:
Ultra vires
An ultra vires organisation has the power to do anything which it is not specifically prevented to
do according to either the law or its founding legal articles of association. All commercial
organisations are founded like this and can therefore extend and change their operations
according to market needs and cirocumstances.
Intra vires
An intra vires organisation can only undertake those activities which it is specifically empowered
to undertake. It is therefore much more difficult for such an organisation to extend or change its
activities. All charities are established as intra vires organisations. This can be defined as its
charitable purpose.
A charity has many tax and regulation advantages but in return there are certain restrictions on
what it can do. Thus a charity is not able to act as a pressure group – at least not overtly. Politics
are excluded from its sphere of operation. It can engage in fund raising of course but it is
prevented from trading as a means of raising funds. This might seem surprising given how many
charities are visibly engaged in trading. This is done either through a third party or by means of a
trading subsidiary which then gifts the proceeds to the charity.
Thus these restrictions are legal restrictions to ensure that the benefits of being a charity can only
accrue to an organisation with a genuine charitable purpose but the they are interpreted fairly
liberally for organisations which are recognised to be charities. The ultimate sanction of course it
the removal of charitable status from such an organisation.
The final point to make about charities is that they make extensive use of volunteers as well as of
paid employees. This keeps their operating costs down of course but also adds another
stakeholder group with an interest in and concern for how the charity operates, manages its
performance and services its beneficiaries. Moreover the relationship between volunteers and
paid employees is sometimes a source of conflict.
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8.8 Accounting issues
We have dealt with a number of accounting issues already in our consideration of planning and
budgeting; of the measurement and reporting of performance; and of the evaluation of results.
Another important point to make though is concerning the time horizon adopted by these
organisations. Many projects are long term in nature but sources of funds are often short term in
nature. So there is a long term horizon for expenditure but a short term horizon for income, this is
problematic and a source of difficulty in planning for many of these organisations.
Many of these NFP organisation engage in fund raising, as we have seen. This itself causes
complications for the accounting iof such organisations and can affect its operational procedures.
Money can be given to one of these organisations either for its general activities or for a specific
purpose. For example the larger charities frequently have appeals for a specific disaster relief
operation. When money is given for a specific purpose then it can only be used for that purpose.
Thus these organisations tend to have a number of funds for specific purposes.
This can be problematic when the need for such money has been completed and there is a surplus
– it is difficult to use this for another purpose. A further difficulty is caused by the fact that some
funding is needed for general administration. People are willing to give for a specific cause but
not for general administration. Thus the accounting for these organisations is geared towards
making as much expenditure as possible direct expenditure rather than indirect.

8.9 CSR issues in NFPs
All of these factors have implications as far as CSR is concerned. It is often thought that is an
organisation exists for a public or charitable purpose then it must be a socially responsible
organisation. Our consideration of issues throughout this book should have enabled you to
understand that this is not necessarily the case. CSR is about how an organisation conducts its
operations and deals with its stakeholders. For NFPs we can see that there is a different focus and
we need to consider this in terms of CSR implications. We can consider this according to these
criteria:
8.9.1 Stakeholders
There are different stakeholders for a not for profit organisation and the different stakeholder
groups have different amounts of power to a profit seeking organisation. It is inevitable therefore
that dealing with these stakeholders will be a much more important function for a NFP. Moreover
the sources of conflict might be different and the actions taken in resolution of this might also be
different. Inevitable also the decision making process is likely to be different.
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8.9.2 Sustainability
In terms of doing more with fewer resources (see Aras & Crowther 2009) then this is always an
objective for this kind of organisation. In terms of affecting the choices available to future
generations then an NFP actually seeks to do this and to redistribute resources more equitably. In
terms of seeking a continual existence then really an NFP should strive to make its purpose of
existence no longer relevant and should not seek sustainability.
Thus sustainability is an equally important issue for these organisations but its implications are
very different in terms of both motivation and decision making.
8.9.3 Accountability
Accountability is an even more important issue for this kind of organisation and who it is
accountable to can be very different. Without either shareholders or customers then
accountability is to donors, beneficiaries and a wide range of other stakeholders. Moreover it
needs to address this accountability – which can be different for different stakeholders – in order
to be able to continue with its operations.
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8.9.4 Transparency
With this diverse set of stakeholders groupings who all have considerable interest in the
organisation and its activity then there is obviously a great need for transparency and all such
organisations will strive for this. This is particularly exacerbated by the need to keep fund for
specified restricted purposes. On the other hand it is in the interest of the NFP to seek to use its
accounting system and procedures to classify indirect costs as direct and thereby to minimise the
apparent administrative costs incurred. This is contrary to the principle of disclosure but
completely understandable!
8.9.5 Disclosure
Increasing disclosure is a feature os corporate reporting as they seek to satisfy stakeholders
through increased accountability and transparency. Disclosure has of course always been a
feature of NFP activity as such disclosure is necessary to seek additional funds as well as to
satisfy the diverse but powerful and vociferous stakeholder groupings. In this respect there it
might be considered that profit seeking organisations are becoming more like not for profit
organisations.

8.10 Conclusions
The environment in which not for profit organisations operate is somewhat different but there are
still CSR implications which are mostly concerned with sustainability and with accountability.
Particular features of this environment are:
x

Uncertain resource availability ate its effect on long term planning

x

Stakeholder power and involvement

x

Conflicting priorities

x

Legal environment

x

Managing ambiguity
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8.13 Self-test questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What is ultra vires?
What types of NFP exist?
What CSR issues exist for NFPs?
What measures of performance are typically used by these organisations?
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9. CSR and Strategy
I discern two sorts of inequality in the human species: the first I call natural
or physical…; the second we might call moral or political inequality because
it derives from a sort of convention, and is established, or at least
authorised, by the consent of men. This latter inequality consists of the
different privileges which some enjoy to the prejudice of others…
Rousseau (1755) - A Discourse on Inequality

9.1 Introduction
The development and implementation of strategy is of course important for every organisation,
and this has always been so. Increasingly however in the present CSR is being considered as a
crucial part of that strategy with corresponding advantages to the organisation. In this chapter
therefore we will consider aspects of this in the context of the objectives of the firm and its
procedures for governance.

9.2 The Role of a Business Manager
A manager of any modern business has a difficult job to perform. A crucial part of his job is to
meet the objectives of the organisation of which he is a part and in order to do so he must pay
attention to a number of important issues. Although the exact nature of a manager's job may vary
quite significantly from one organisation or department to another, so that the role of a marketing
manager, a production manager or a manager of a supermarket may appear to be quite different.
there is however considerable similarity in terms of the fundamental tasks to be performed.
These tasks can be categorised as follows:
Fig 9.1
The tasks of management

Every manager plans his / her work and the work of others as well as organising him / herself and
others, directing others as to what to do, motivating them and exercising control over situations
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and other people. The results are fed back into the planning process in order to modify future
plans for the business.
All managers are concerned with working with people: those they work with, those they
supervise, those they report to, and those who are the customers for the product or service which
is provided by that area of an organisation which the manager is responsible for. All managers
are therefore naturally concerned with the output for their particular area of responsibility and so
are also concerned with the inputs to their area of responsibility, whether these be raw materials,
information or goods to be displayed and sold.
Using the information available, a manager must plan for the future of the business. In this
context a manager must decide upon the courses of action which need to be taken in order to
achieve the best results, and must consider what alternative courses of action are available, and
what the consequences of any particular decision might be.
Thus the manager of a restaurant, for example, will need to decide what its opening hours need to
be and how these might affect possible customers who might want to dine when the restaurant is
closed. The manager however needs also to decide upon the ingredients of the menu and how
much of each to order; in doing so he needs to consider what the effect of not ordering enough of
a particular item might be in terms of dissatisfied customers and the possible effect this might
have upon the future of the business but also what the effects of overordering and having waste
might be upon the profitability of the business. The manager therefore needs to consider
alternatives and their consequences and decide what course of action to take after this
consideration of the facts.
Decision making is a crucial part of the job of any manager, and decisions need to be made
between conflicting alternatives. These decisions are often to a large extent conflicting in their
possible outcomes and there is a degree of uncertainty surrounding the consequences. Selecting
the best possible decision to make is therefore often a difficult and skilful process but it is
important that the decisions made are the right ones. Because of this a manager needs tools to
help him / her to evaluate the consequences of the alternative decisions which he might make.
These tools will assist him / her in making better decisions.

9.3 The objectives of a business
A business manager must be concerned not just with the internal running of the business but must
also be concerned with the external environment in which the business operates - that is with his /
her customers and suppliers, with competitors, and with the market for the products or services
supplied by the business.
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Such concerns of a business manager comprise the strategic element of the manager's job and a
manager must therefore be familiar with this aspect of management, and with the way in which
accounting can help in this area. This chapter therefore is concerned with a consideration of the
external environment of a business and with the strategic part of a manager's job. First however
we need to consider the various objectives which an organisation might have.
The objectives of a manager need to be considered in terms of their helping to meet the
objectives of the organisation in which he works. While most business organisations aim to make
a profit this is not true of all, and the not-for-profit sector of the economy is one which is
increasing in importance, and making a profit is not the only objective of most organisations.
Nevertheless organisations do have objectives, and the following possible objectives of an
organisation can be identified :
9.3.1 Profit maximisation
For organisations which exist to make a profit it seems reasonable that they should seek to make
as large a profit as possible. It is not however always clear what course of action will lead to the
greatest profit, and it is by no means clear whether profit maximisation in the short term will be
in the best interests of the business and will lead to the greatest profit in the longer term. Thus
profit maximisation may not be in the best interests of a business and it certainly may conflict
with other objectives which a business may have.
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9.3.2 Maximising cash flow
Cash flow is not the same as profit and an organisation needs cash to survive. In some
circumstances this cash flow may be more important than profit because the lack of cash can
threaten the survival of the organisation.
9.3.3 Maximising return on capital employed
This is a measure of performance of a business in terms of its operating efficiency and therefore
provides a measure of how a business is performing over time. Comparative measures are useful
in helping the owners and managers of a business to decides what course of action may be
beneficial to the business.
9.3.4 Maximising service provision
This is the not-for-profit sector equivalent of maximising the return on capital employed and thus
provides a similar means of evaluating decisions.
9.3.5 Maximising shareholder value
The value of a business depends partly upon the profits it generates and partly upon the value of
the assets it possesses. These assets can comprise partly of tangible assets such as plant and
machinery or land and buildings and partly of intangible assets such as brand names. Thus the
value of Coca Cola as a business far outweighs the value of its fixed assets because of the value
of its brand name which is recognised world-wide. Maximising the value of the business to
shareholders therefore involves much more than maximising the profit generated.
9.3.6 Growth
Growth through expansion of the business, in terms of both assets and earnings, and the increase
in market share which the business holds is one objective which appeals to both owners and
managers. If this is an objective of the business then it will lead to different decisions to those of
profit maximisation.
9.3.7 Long term stability
The survival of a business is of great concern to both owners and managers and this can lead to
different behaviour and a reluctance to accept risk. All decisions involve an element of risk and
seeking to reduce risk for the purpose of long term stability can lead to performance which is less
than desirable.
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9.3.8 Satisficing
It must be recognised that all objectives of an organisation are dependent upon the people who
set them and business behaviour cannot be considered without taking this into account.
Satisficing is a way of reducing risk and taking multiple objectives into account by making
decisions which are acceptable from several viewpoints without necessarily being the best to
meet any particular objective.
Any business is likely to seek to pursue a number of these objectives at any point in time. The
precise combination of them is likely to vary from one organisation to another and from one time
to another, depending upon the individual circumstances of the organisation at any point in time.
The organisation will not however view all the objectives which it is pursuing at any particular
time as equally important and will have more important ones to follow. These objectives will
therefore tend to be viewed as a hierarchy, which may vary from time to time.
None of these conflict with socially responsible behaviour and there is growing evidence that
social responsibility actually enhances the ability to achieve all of these objectives.

9.4 The Tasks of a Manager
We have seen how the role of a manager of a business will vary greatly according to his area of
responsibility. We have also seen how the manager needs to help the organisation meet its
objectives and that these can vary significantly from one organisation to another. The roles of
different managers are therefore very different and the tasks which they undertake to perform
their roles are also very different. Nevertheless we can classify these different tasks into one of
several types according to their nature. These tasks can be classified as follows:
9.4.1 Planning
A manager needs to plan for the future in order to decide how best to meet the objectives of the
organisation. He needs to decide what can be achieved and what inputs are needed to help him
meet his plan. Planning therefore needs to be not just qualitative but also quantitative in order to
evaluate the plan and determine inputs and outputs to the plan. All business processes can be
considered as taking a set of inputs and performing operations in order to add value and
transform them into outputs. The function of any business can therefore considered to be adding
value through the transformations made during its processing. This can be illustrated as follows:
Fig 9.2
The transformational process
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Planning needs to consider alternatives, not just in terms of alternative targets to set but also in
terms of alternative methods of achieving these targets. Planning cannot be done in isolation but
needs to take into account what effect the planning has upon the plans of other managers within
the organisation. This is especially true when the inputs of this plan come from the outputs of the
plan of another manager or when these outputs affect the planning of another manager.
Thus a sales manager cannot plan how much to sell without taking into account the plan of the
production manager concerning how much will be produced, and the production manager cannot
make his plans for production without taking into account the planning of the sales manager
regarding how much can be sold. The planning tasks of the manager therefore are important but
cannot be made in isolation.
9.4.2 Control
Control is concerned with making sure that things happen in accordance with the plan. It
therefore involves monitoring the plan, and progress being made in accordance with the plan. It
also involves taking action when things are not going in accordance with the plan in order to
attempt to change things so that the plan can be achieved. Control is therefore an ongoing activity
for a manager and involves comparing actual performance with targets, providing feedback on
actual performance and taking action to change performance when it diverges from the plan.
Although the manager may be able to achieve this by physical observation and communication
with people, it is likely that this will not be sufficient. He will probably need to rely to a large
extent upon reports in order to exercise control. The reports which management accounting
provide are therefore crucial in assisting a manager to exercise control.
9.4.3 Decision making
One of the key aspects of a manager's job is concerned with making decisions. There is always
more than one course of action which a manager can take in any particular situation (even if one
of the courses is to do nothing!) and so he needs to decide between the alternatives in order to
make the decision which is most beneficial. In order to make a decision the manager needs to
identify the possible alternative courses of action open to him, to gather data about those course
of action and to evaluate the consequences of each particular alternative. The stages in the
decision making process are shown in the diagram below, which illustrates that the decision
making process is not complete when an alternative has been selected and implemented but that
the outcomes of the decision need to be followed through into the control process.
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Fig 9.3
The Decision Making Process

In order to make a decision a manager needs information. Management accounting is one tool
which exists to help the manager by providing information about the consequences of the
alternatives open to him.
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9.4.4 Performance evaluation
While the performance of organisations is evaluated by such measures as return on capital
employed, the organisation in turn needs to evaluate the performance of its units and the
managers running these units. The managers in turn need to evaluate the actual performance of
their tasks against that which has been planned. In order to evaluate performance there needs to
be acceptable measures of performance. Measurement needs to be relative to be meaningful - to
compare performance with plans and with past performance. Performance measures also need to
be quantitative in order to enable comparisons to be made and financial information provides
important data for the measurement of performance. Unless performance can be evaluated
managers have no basis upon which to exercise control, to make decisions and to plan for the
future.
9.4.5 Communication
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Information available to help managers in their tasks needs to be communicated to them, and
managers in turn need to communicate their plans and decisions to others. Communication
involves both the sender of information and its recipient, and for the information to be of value it
needs to be understood by the recipient as intended by the sender. Any interference which
prevents the message being received by the recipient is known as noise and the diagram below
shows that two types of noise prevent a message being received as transmitted.
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Fig 9.4
The Communication of Information

Technical noise is that such as occurs on a telephone or radio which is concerned with the
technical means of communication. A more crucial type of noise however is semantic noise
which occurs because a message is not transmitted in a clear and unambiguous manner and so is
not correctly understood by the recipient. Quantitative information is less likely to be
misunderstood than qualitative information and this is one of the importance features of
accounting information. Management accounting therefore has an important part to play not just
in enabling decisions to be made but also in the communication of this information.

9.5 The importance of performance measurement
In order for a business to be able to control its operations it is necessary that the managers of that
business are able to measure the performance of the business and of individual parts of that
business. A significant feature of business management therefore is the need to measure and
evaluate performance, both of the business as a whole and of individual parts of that business. Of
equal significance is the ability to evaluate the performance of individual managers. This is of
importance to the business but particularly to the managers themselves, as their rewards are
increasingly based, at least in part, upon an assessment of their performance.
Increasingly also managerial rewards are based upon a variety of aspects of performance and this
includes their effect upon the CSR activity of the corporation. This is another reason why CSR is
being increasingly linked into the strategic planning process.

9.6 Managers and business ethics
Business ethics is a subject of considerable importance to any organisation and we have
considered some of the high profile business failures which have led to the current interest in
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CSR. Freedom in the markets is of course another source of potential abuse and unethical
behaviour and late 2008 provides just such an example where the misbehaviour in the housing
lending market – the so called sub-prime scandal – has led the serious economic problems in the
USA which then spread elsewhere.
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Accounting information has often been accused of providing an excuse for unethical behaviour.
Indeed this accusation has been extended to accountants and business managers generally who
have been accused of behaving unethically in their search for profits to the exclusion of all else.
The unethical ways in which accounting information has been used have been described in detail
by Smith (1992) who describes the way in which new accounting techniques have been created
with the sole purpose of boosting reported profits. these techniques have become known as
creative accounting and have been the subject of much media attention. Smith’s book,
"Accounting for Growth", makes interesting reading for any prospective business manager.
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Other writers have however been concerned with highlighting the value of ethical behaviour and
have claimed that this actually leads to better business performance. Thus McCoy (1985)
considers that ethics need to be at the core of business behaviour and that effective business
management is based upon ethical behaviour. He claims that this recognition, and acting
accordingly, actually increases the performance of a business. The UK accounting bodies are also
concerned with business ethics and all have a stance in this matter, and have incorporated a
requirement for ethical behaviour into their codes of conduct. The subject of ethical behaviour
amongst businesses has also had an effect upon auditing practice and upon the financial reporting
of businesses.
Any manager operating in a business environment needs to be aware of the importance of ethical
behaviour. Equally (s)he will experience conflicts, in attempting to behave ethically, between
different alternative courses of action, and may find conflicts between the firm's objectives and
his / her own personal motivation and objectives. No ready solution to these conflicts is available
but a manager should be aware that research has shown that ethical behaviour leads to better
performance in the longer term, and so should be encouraged to act accordingly.

9.7 Corporate Governance
Another important issue which has been exercising the minds of business managers, accountants
and auditors, investment manages and government officials – all over the world – is that of
corporate governance (Aras 2008). Often companies main target is to became global – while at
the same time remaining sustainable – as a means to get competitive power. But the most
important question is concerned with what will be a firms’ route to becoming global and what
will be necessary in order to get global competitive power. There is more then one answer to this
question and there are a variety of routes for a company to achieve this.
Probably since the mid-1980s, corporate governance has attracted a great deal of attention (Aras
& Crowther 2008). Early impetus was provided by Anglo-American codes of good corporate
governance13. Stimulated by institutional investors, other countries in the developed as well as in
the emerging markets established an adapted version of these codes for their own companies.
Supra-national authorities like the OECD and the World Bank did not remain passive and
developed their own set of standard principles and recommendations. This type of self-regulation
was chosen above a set of legal standards (Van den Barghe, 2001).
After the various big corporate scandals corporate governance has become central to most
companies. It is understandable that investors’ protection has become a much more important
issue for all financial markets after the tremendous firm failures and scandals. Investors are
demanding that companies implement rigorous corporate governance principles in order to
achieve better returns on their investment and to reduce agency costs. Most of the times investors
are ready to pay more for companies to have good governance standards. Similarly a company’s
corporate governance report is one of the main tools for investor’ decisions. Because of these
reason companies can not ignore the pressure for good governance from shareholders, potential
investors and other markets actors.
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On the other hand banking credit risk measurement regulations are requiring new rules for a
company’s credit evaluations. New international bank capital adequacy assessment methods
(Basel II) necessitate that credit evaluation rules are elaborately concerned with operational risk
which covers corporate governance principles. In this respect corporate governance will be one
of the most important indicators for measuring risk. Another issue is related to firm credibility
and riskiness. If the firm needs a high rating score then it will have to be pay attention for
corporate governance rules also.
Credit rating agencies analyse corporate governance practices along with other corporate
indicators. Even though corporate governance principles have always been important for getting
good rating scores for large and publicly-held companies, they are also becoming much more
important for investors, potential investors, creditors and governments. Because of all of these
factors, corporate governance receives high priority on the agenda of policymakers, financial
institutions, investors, companies and academics. This is one of the main indicators that the link
between corporate governance and actual performance is still open for discussion. In the
literature a number of studies have sought investigated the relation between corporate governance
mechanisms and performance (eg Agrawal and Knoeber, 1996; Millstein and MacAvoy, 2003)
Most of the studies have showed mixed result without a clear cut relationship. Based on these
results, we can say that corporate governance matters to a company’s performance, market value
and credibility, and therefore that company has to apply corporate governance principles. But
most important point is that corporate governance is the only means for companies to achieve
corporate goals and strategies. Therefore companies have to improve their strategy and effective
route to implementation of governance principles. So companies have to investigate what their
corporate governance policy and practice needs to be.

9.8 Corporate Governance Principles
Since corporate governance can be highly influential for firm performance, firms must know
what are the corporate governance principles and how it will improve strategy to apply these
principles. In practice there are four principles of good corporate governance, which are:
x

Transparency,

x

Accountability,

x

Responsibility,

x

Fairness

All these principles are related with the firm’s corporate social responsibility. Corporate
governance principles therefore are important for a firm but the real issue is concerned with what
corporate governance actually is.
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Management can be interpreted as managing a firm for the purpose of creating and maintaining
value for shareholders. Corporate governance procedures determine every aspect of the role for
management of the firm and try to keep in balance and to develop control mechanisms in order to
increase both shareholder value and the satisfaction of other stakeholders. In other words
corporate governance is concerned with creating a balance between the economic and social
goals of a company including such aspects as the efficient use of resources, accountability in the
use of its power, and the behaviour of the corporation in its social environment.
The definition and measurement of good corporate governance is still subject to debate. However,
good corporate governance will address all these main points:
Creating sustainable value

x

Ways of achieving the firm’s goals

x

Increasing shareholders’ satisfaction

x

Efficient and effective management

x

Increasing credibility
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x

Ensuring efficient risk management

x

Providing an early warning system against all risk

x

Ensuring a responsive and accountable corporation

x

Describing the role of a firm’s units

x

Developing control and internal auditing

x

Keeping a balance between economic and social benefit

x

Ensuring efficient use of resources

x

Controlling performance

x

Distributing responsibility fairly

x

Producing all necessary information for stakeholders

x

Keeping the board independent from management

x

Facilitating sustainable performance

As can be seen, all of these issues have many ramifications and ensuring their compliance must
be thought of as a long term procedure. However firms naturally expect some tangible benefit
from good governance. So good governance offers some long term benefit for firms, such as:
x

Increasing the firm’s market value

x

Increasing the firm’s rating

x

Increasing competitive power

x

Attracting new investors, shareholders and more equity

x

More or higher credibility

x

Enhancing flexible borrowing condition/facilities from financial institutions

x

Decreasing credit interest rate and cost of capital

x

New investment opportunities
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Reaching new markets
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Although corporate governance is primarily considered to be concerned with how a firm
conducts itself in relationship to its investors, increasingly it is being extended to a consideration
of how it conducts itself in relation to all of its stakeholders. This is a part of the current concern
for greater accountability. Thus governance is increasingly being considered to be related to CSR
and the concerns of the two are merging (Aras & Crowther 2009).

9.9 Conclusions
CSR is now generally considered to be an integral part of strategy for any organisation and built
into the strategic planning process. There are many perceived benefits to an organisation from
this. Governance also is an integral part of this process.
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9.12 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What are the principles of corporate governance?
What are the objectives of a business, and which is the most important?
What are the tasks of a manager?
How many steps are there in the decision making process, and what are they?
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10. Corporate Social Responsibility and
Leadership
There are few circumstances among those which make up the present
condition of human knowledge, more unlike what might have been
expected, or more significant of the backward state in which speculation on
the most important subjects still lingers, than the little progress which has
been made in the decision of the controversy respecting the criterion of
right and wrong.
John Stuart Mill (1863) - Utilitarianism

10.1 Introduction
Practical experience demonstrates that if an organisation is to be socially responsible then it
needs the commitment of the senior managers of that organisation. All organisations of course
have leaders but this is not what we are concerned with – rather it is the leadership process which
we are going to look at. Effect change management requires leadership to instigate and drive the
process and an understanding of this leadership process will help you become a more effective
change manager.
Central to a consideration of leadership is the concept of power, and this was highlighted in that
last chapter. Moreover Rowlinson (1997) has argued that power is central to understanding
organisations. We will therefore devote a substantial part of this chapter to a consideration of
power in organisations.

10.2 The concept of leadership
When we consider the attributes of a good leader it is very common to come up with a list of the
qualities which a good leader should have such a list might look as follows:
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
x

Integrity
Judgement
Energy
Humour
Fairness
Initiative
Foresight
Dedication
Objectivity
Decisiveness
Ambition
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And of course we can also come up with a set of attributes which we consider that a good leader
should not have. This might include the following:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Stubbornness
Vainness
Self centredness
Ruthlessness
Unfairness
Prejudice

The problem with defining a leader through the definition of desirable and undesirable attributes
is that what we a seeking is the perfect person. In reality of course such a person does not exist –
moreover this kind of definition would exclude both you and me from being considered as a
leader – and hence as a manager within an organisation.
A manager in an organisation is, by definition, assigned a role of leadership and every manager
would probably claim to be able to exercise leadership in some form. This view would not
necessarily be agreed with by the subordinates of that manager. We therefore need to distinguish
between the role of a leader and the exercise of leadership. This leadership involves more than
the assigning of tasks to subordinates and being accountable for their performance. Such tasks
are merely administrative. It is in the way that those administrative tasks are performed that we
should look to discover the features of leadership. At that point we will be in a position to
consider whether leadership can only be exercised by those with administrative responsibility or
whether anyone can be an effective leader.
Leadership itself is more concerned with how a person influences another to carry out various
tasks and so it is more concerned with communication and motivation. Leadership is therefore
concerned not just with the task I hand but also with relationships between the leader and others
involved in the tasks. Heresy & Blanchard used this notion of the relationship between these two
to models leadership styles in the following way:
Fig 10.1
Leadership styles
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According to them those most concerned with performance of the task in hand will seek to get it
done by assign the carrying out of it to their subordinates – telling. With concern for their
relationship with their subordinates they will seek to persuade them to undertake the task in hand
– selling. Those who are more concerned with relationships than with the immediate performance
of the task in hand will seek to involve their subordinates in the decision making and planning
process – involving. Those who are not overly concerned with either the completion of the task
or their relationship with their subordinates will leave it to them to determine when and how the
task should be performed – delegating.
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This might make it seem that delegation is a symptom of indifference but in actual fact
delegation – leaving the decision as to when and how to carry out a task – is the highest form of
trust because in this case the manager keeps responsibility for the performance of the task but
cedes control of how it is performed to others. Heresy and Blanchard argue that as managers
mature in their roles and become more familiar with both the tasks required and the people with
whom they are working they change their leadership style, moving from the telling style through
the selling and involving styles to the delegating style. For them trusting others in this way is the
ultimate form of leadership.
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10.3 Styles of Leadership
These ideas suggest that the qualities of leadership are not fixed but rather that they depend upon
the people involved, and their respective personalities. This in turn suggests that it is fruitless to
study leadership in terms of defining a set of qualities which make a good leader. Good
leadership depends upon the interaction between the leader and the led, but it depends upon more
than this. It also depends upon the situation. The leadership style for a brand new start up
business would probably need to be very different from that to lead a company which is long
established but going through a difficult period. This in turn might be very different to a style
needed to reorganize a business after a takeover. The demands of leadership depend therefore
upon the circumstances as well as the people involved.
We can classify leadership styles into three distinct types:
x

Authoritarian

x

Laissez – faire

x

Democratic

We can relate these back to the styles identified by Hersey & Blanchard by comparing the
authoritarian style to the telling style, the laissez – faire style to the delegating style and the
democratic style to the selling and involving styles. What we cannot do however is to state that
any style is necessarily better than any other. This depends upon both the people involved and the
situation in which the organisation finds itself. Thus we can state that there are three variable
involved in the determination of good leadership. These are:
x

The personality of the leader

x

The personality of the followers

x

The situation at the time

10.4 Organisational culture and styles of leadership
There are of course other factors which we need to consider and we have considered on of those
in the last chapter – namely the culture of the organisation. Different styles of leadership will
work better in different cultures so let us spend a while considering the relationship between
organisational culture and leadership style.
We need to think about this firstly in terms of the structure of the organisation and it is possible
to classify organisations according to their structure in a number of different ways. Thus Etzioni
classifies organisational cultures into 3 types:
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x

Coercive – where the structure is hierarchical and conformity depends upon the
imposition of sanctions for failure to conform. The ultimate example of this kind of
structure is the military.

x

Utilitarian – where the structure is focused around the completion of the tasks which
need to be undertaken. Thus an organisation structured into departments such as
Accounting, Production and Marketing would normally be a utilitarian structure.

x

Normative – where the culture of the organisation is focused upon a shared vision which
all members of the organisation buy into. For this type of culture the structure is largely
irrelevant as it is the vision which prevails. Many of the new dot com companies have
this type of culture.

A different type of classification was provided by Handy, who classified organisations into 4
types:
x

Hierarchical – where the organisation and the people within it are organised into lines of
responsibility reaching upwards and downwards in the organisation.

x

Functional – where the organisation is organised according to the functions to be
performed. This is similar to the utilitarian structure identified by Etzioni.

x

Matrix – where the organisation has a mix of hierarchy and functionality to meet the
needs of particular tasks. Thus a person may have two sets of responsibilities – a
functional one depending upon his / her area of specialism (eg accounting or IT) and a
task one – eg the implementation of a new project which requires a multi-disciplinary
team.

x

Individual – where people work largely on their own and only joint together into an
organisation for administrative convenience. Examples of this type of organisation would
be the doctors in a health centre of barristers in a practice.

A third type of classification was provided by Miles & Snow. They classified organisations into
the following types, based upon their approach to change and development:
x

Defender

x

Prospector

x

Analyser

x

Reactor
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10.5 Motivation
We can see that leadership is to a large extent concerned with dealing with people in order to
optimise the results achieved. Indeed all managerial action is concerned with dealing with people.
This has been expressed by McGregor in the following terms:
“Every managerial decision has behavioural consequences. Successful management
depends upon the ability to predict and control human behaviour”
McGregor also classified people according to two types , which he labelled as Theory X and
Theory Y. According to him Theory X described the fact that people dislike work and can only
be persuaded to work by coercion. His Theory Y on the other hand described the fact that people
are conscientious and self motivated. As far as organisations are concerned they are often
managed on the assumption that Theory Y applies to managers and senior professionals, who car
motivated and can be trusted to perform effectively, while Theory X applies to other workers
who need to be controlled and coerced through sanctions. The ideas of good leadership which we
have discussed however show this to be problematic. What we should be aiming for as part of
good leadership is to motivate people. There are a variety of different theories of motivation
however which all suggest different thing about what motivates people.
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10.5.1 Theories of motivation
The Expectancy Theory of motivation, developed by Vroom and Lawler, suggests that people are
motivated by an internal calculation which they do. In this calculation a person works out how
difficult a task is to do and how much the rewards for successful completion of the task are worth.
The interaction determines the level of motivation. Thus a person may be motivated to attempt a
difficult task if the rewards for success are highly desired but not otherwise. One implication of
this theory however is that motivation is personal and that the same rewards for successful
completion of the same task will motivate different people differently depending upon how hard
they consider the task to be and how much they value the rewards on offer. This would suggest a
problem with the kind of performance bonuses offered to people.
A different motivation theory was developed by Herzberg and is known as the Two Factor
Theory. For Herzberg there are two types of factor (hence the name) which have different effects
upon a person as far as motivation is concerned. These two factors, and their effects are:
x

Hygiene factors – these do not motivate people if they are present but do demotivate
people if they are absent. For Herzberg money, above a certain minimal level, is a
hygiene factor and does not motivate people.

x

Motivators – these motivate people if they are present but do not demotivate people if
they are absent. Motivators are concerned with job enrichment, recognition and praise,
and the social aspects of working life.

The Hawthorne studies provide a good example of the difference between hygiene factors and
motivators. Initially Elton Mayo and his team thought that factors such as lighting and speed of
work required were the motivating factors but further investigation and chance discovery showed
that these did not motivate people but the fact that they were being researched (and someone was
interested in them) provided the motivating force.
Another motivation theory is known as the Equity Theory of motivation. This theory argues that
motivation is a comparative process and that people will compare what is expected from them
and the rewards on offer for success with what they believe is expected from others and their
rewards. Moreover this comparison is not necessarily a realistic one as people will tend to believe
that others have to work less hard to achieve the same level of rewards or to gain greater rewards
for the same level of effort.
It is important therefore to be careful about making assumptions about what will motivate people.
The obvious factor is not necessarily the motivating factor, which might be something quite
different. Of equal importance to remember thought is that motivation is essentially personal.
What motivate you will not necessarily motivate someone else good leaders who are successful
in motivating others need to know the people they are trying to motivate in order to understand
what it is which will provide the necessary motivation ofr people as individuals.
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10.5.2 Motivation and behaviour
Research into motivation in the 1960’s and 1970’s showed variety of things which might be
helpful to managers in developing their leadership abilities. Firstly Williamson (1964)
demonstrated that people were motivated by a desire to achieve 2 sets of goals – those of the
organisation & personal goals, suggesting that leadership should be concerned with the alignment
of those two sets of goals. Ronen & Livingstone (1975) found that involvement in the making of
decisions and the setting of targets led to higher motivation from those involved. This was
supported by the findings of Rockness (1977) who found that people would tend to set higher
targets for themselves than might otherwise be set and that difficult targets were more highly
motivating for people.
There is one danger of this however in that if people set difficult targets then there will be a
tendency for some to fail to meet those targets. This can have a problem for organisational
planning purposes as not all plans will necessarily be achievable. Another problem, particularly
in the present, is that many organisations are disapproving of failure and will punish people for
failure, often by dismissal. This can have the effect of deterring people from striving to achieve
high levels of performance and cause an effect which Schiff & Lewin (1970) observed, namely a
tendency for people to create slack in their targets to allow some leeway in case of problems of
achievement. Equally Peters & Waterman (1982) found that those companies which excelled
were those which tolerated failure and thereby encouraged people to experiment and take risks in
doing so.

10.6 Definitions of power
‘Power is the capacity to affect organisational outcomes.’ - Mintzberg
‘Power is that which enables A to modify the attitudes or behaviour of B.’ - Handy
The ubiquitous nature of power in organisational life is undeniable. This makes it essential that
we have an understanding of the nature of power. Bachrach and Baratz (1974) state:
‘Of course power is exercised when A participates in the making of decisions that affect
B. Power is also exercised when A devotes his energies to creating or reinforcing social
and political values and institutional practices that limit the scope of the political process
to public consideration of only those issues that are comparatively innocuous to A.’
Power, or rather the exercise of power, can be recognised by all of us as existing within these
definitions. Also existing within these definitions is an implicit assumption that it is observable
and therefore measurable. It has been argued that it is an inherent part of the political system of
an organisation but Lukes (1974) argues that this kind of definition of power fails as an analytical
device as it is incapable of highlighting the way in which power operates ‘beneath the surfaces’,
the way in which it acts in favour of some groups against others.
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In spite of this reservation about the theory of power it remains popular within the realm of
organisational theory. Indeed its very weaknesses are also its strengths; it can indicate the
outcomes of power plays. In this sense it can provide insights into the tactics of power, which is a
point articulated at the level of an individual by French and Raven (1959). Viewing power as
being observable when exercised by one party over another, their findings were that individuals
may possess power which can be derived from one of the following power bases; reward,
coercive, legitimate, referent and expert power. These power bases have proved to be remarkably
durable within the discourse of organisational studies in the last forty years. Indeed more
instrumental texts have used them in order to advise ‘how power may be gained’.
This dominant view of power regards it as being a possession i.e. a department has power or a
department has lost power. Thus we can state that power is a commodity at both the level of the
individual and at the collective. This is a sentiment that is shared by the strategic contingencies of
power literature, which argues that the relative power of a department, in an organisation, can be
calculated through an equation. The strategic contingencies perspective links in directly with the
issue of organisational resources.
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10.7 Sources of power
We all have some understanding of what power is, whether or not we agree with the definitions
we have considered above. Consequently we all understand when power is being exercised. What
is important to understand however is why people are able to exercise power over others in an
organisation. For this we need to consider where power comes from – in other words the sources
of power that exist.
We can consider that power comes from variety of sources and the following are the most
common sources of power:
x

Legitimate power – a leader has legitimate power if people believe that this leader has
the right to give orders which they have an obligation to obey. In most organisations this
legitimate power derived from a person’s status and position in the organisation, which
carries with it delegated authority.

x

Reward power – if a person is able to give or withhold rewards from another (eg the
giving or not giving of a performance related bonus) then this gives the person with the
authority to grant those rewards power over the other. In a hierarchical organisation this
ability to grant rewards exists for all people in the hierarchy who are above yourself.

x

Coercive power – this power exists if the subordinates believe that the leader has the
ability to impose penalties which are undesirable. In an organisation these can be social
(such as loss of friendship or support), administrative (such as in the way work is
allocated) or financial (such as loss of overtime opportunities, performance bonus or
promotion). In most respects the ability to bestow rewards and coercive power are
opposite sides of the same coin.

x

Referent power – this source of power exists depends upon the personality and charisma
of the leader. It exists if people believe that the leader has characteristics which are
desirable and which command respect.

x

Expert power – this exists if a leader has superior knowledge or expertise which is
relevant to the task in hand. Expert power exists regardless of a person’s role in an
organisation and does not depend upon having an assigned leadership role.

x

Information power – this is similar to expert power but arises not because of particular
skills but rather because of access to a particular knowledge base.

x

Contingent power – this form of power exists, as its name suggests, because of the
demands of a particular situation. It is very often visible in an emergency where someone
will assume a leadership role because of the needs of the situation.
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Obviously not all of these sources of power will be available to everyone and will not necessarily
be available to anyone all of the time. Thus, for example, contingent power will only be available
to anyone when the circumstances make it appropriate. Equally expert power or information
power may be assumed by all of us but only in the particular situations, or with respect to the
particular tasks, for which this power is appropriate.
Most people use all of these sources of power at some point or other and very often use more
than one of them in any particular situation. We can see that many of them are interrelated. The
other thing to note about these sources of power is that they are to a large extent dependant upon
the beliefs of people. To a large extent it is a truism to say that each of us have power over others
if those others think that we have.

10.8 Systems of control
The exercise of power is part of the exercise of control within an organisation. Three different
types of control systems have been identified as being used within an organisation (Ouchi 1979).
These are:
x

Behavioural control. This involves being able to observe people as they go about their
work. Behavioural control works best when cause and effect relationships are well
understood.

x

Output controls. This form of control involves the collecting and analysing of
information about the outcomes of work effort. The most common form of out put
control in use in an organisation stems from its accounting system. The budgetary system
is used to measure performance within the organisation but it is measured entirely in
terms of output without regard to the inputs. Indeed the advantage of this form of control
is that it is only necessary to collect information about outputs but his can be a problem
in itself in that there may not necessarily be a relationship between effort and results.

x

Clan control. This is based upon the creation of a sense of solidarity and commitment
towards the organisation and its objectives. It is thus strong in the normative type of
organisation which we considered earlier. It is based upon a shared culture but in its
extreme form can be viewed as repressive and as a form of social control.

10.9 Strategic planning
Strategic planning is concerned with the future of the business and with how the firm can best
supply what the market desires. This requires an analysis of the market in which the business is
operating in order to decide what the market (ie potential customers) wants and what price it is
willing to pay for the satisfaction of its wants. This is then followed by an analysis of what the
firm is able to produce and supply (and at what price). This then determines how the firm will
organise its activities in order to provide these goods or services.
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Strategic planning is not concerned with the present but rather with the future and is therefore
especially concerned with changes to current patterns of demand, and with ensuring that the
firm's capabilities change to meet the changes in market demand. Thus strategic planning is
concerned with ensuring the future of the business by ensuring that the firm changes to reflect
changed market conditions. This can be modelled thus:
Fig 10.2
Strategic planning and market development
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Without strategic planning there is a danger that the market would change without the firm being
aware of this change and reflecting it in its own changes pattern of operations. thus the firm
would find itself outside the market, thus:
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Fig 10.3
Market development without strategic planning

and the firm would effectively go out of business.
Strategic planning therefore is concerned with the future direction of the business. This planning
must of course ensure that the business has the capability of achieving whatever direction and
objectives are determined in this planning stage. Thus the strategic plan must define a set of
objectives for the business and the steps necessary to ensure the achieving of these objectives - in
other words an implementation plan. Most managers of organisations, at the commencement of
their strategy development process, start with a vision of where they see the organisation being in
the future. This is known as a ‘strategic vision’ and is often promulgated throughout the
organisation in the form of a Mission Statement, which sets in very broad terms the reason for the
firm’s existence.
Thus the strategic planning process can be modelled as follows:
Fig 10.4
The strategic planning process

The implementation plan will involve the following aspects of planning:
Operations plan: to ensure that the firm has the resources (ie manpower, capital investment,
working capital) and capabilities to achieve the objectives of the plan. These capabilities include:
x

technological capability
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capacity planning
ability to produce required costings

Marketing plan: to ensure that the firm is able to:
x
x

produce the requires amount and maintain adequate stocks
to price the product correctly

Financial plan: to ensure that the firm has the financial resources to:
x
x

manage operations
undertake any necessary capital investment

Thus the strategic plan will need to be as follows:
Fig 10.5
The components of the strategic plan

10.10 Corporate planning
The strategic plan sets out the objectives of the business for the future in outline terms and
considers the options available to the business and the capabilities of the business to meet this
plan. Once the future direction of the business has been determined by this planning there is a
need to change this plan into a more definite plan which can be expressed in quantitative terms.
This is the function of the corporate plan, which provides a detailed plan for the organisation, and
its components parts, in order to enable the organisation of the future activities of the firm and to
communicate this planning throughout the organisation. This in turn leads to the development of
the short term plan, or budget, of the organisation.
Thus the planning stages of the organisation are as follows:
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Fig 10.6
Stages in the corporate planning process
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The environmental analysis will enable a firm to develop its strategic plan through an
examination of the external environment in which the firm is operating. An examination of the
internal environment will enable a firm to translate this plan into a corporate plan for
implementation. part of this analysis will comprise a GAP Analysis which will inform the
managers of the firm of the ability of the firm to meet the plan and any gaps in resources which
need to be addressed. Thus this GAP Analysis will enable the managers of the business to
determine what resources are needed in order to implement the plan and this will feed through
into both the operating budget and the capital investment budget.
We can see that the business manager needs to be involved at all stages of this planning process
and that the accounting techniques which we have discussed have an important part to play in
helping at all levels and all stages of the planning process. Thus management accounting is of
importance to a business and its managers, not just operationally but also strategically.

10.11 Planned and emergent strategy
Although an organisation develops its strategy through this planning process, it is often the case
that the effects of this strategy do not materialise in the manner intended. while following this
strategy the managers of the business will continue making decision on a day to day basis. These
decision will inevitably affect the strategic direction of the organisation and may cause changes
in the way the strategy is manifest in the operations of the organisation. this is known as
emergent strategy, and can be modelled as follows:
Fig 10.7
Planned and emergent strategies
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10.12 Feedback
An important part of strategic planning is to ensure that the organisation is structured in such a
way that the plan can be achieved, and that the control systems of the organisation provide
appropriate feedback to managers. This feedback is necessary in order to ensure that managers
are able to measure performance against the plan and take corrective action as necessary. Thus
the structure of an organisation needs to be determined by its planning while its control systems
need to determined by its structure, thus:
Fig 10.8
Planning and control systems

and the control systems provide a feedback loop thus:
Fig 10.9
The feedback loop

Organisational design is therefore dependent upon the planning of the business and accounting
information is used to provide managers with feedback via the control systems in order to
measure performance.
Feedback is necessary so that individual managers can be informed of how the business is
performing in relation to the planned level of performance and in order to indicate what
corrective action needs to be taken in order to correct deviations from the plan. Thus individual
managers need feedback on the performance of that part of the business for which they are
responsible. Accounting information from the accounting control system, in the form of reports
on current performance, is an important part of that feedback. This feedback needs to be frequent
and regular but also needs to timely so that the feedback is received as soon after the action as
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possible. This is important in order to ensure that the feedback can be related to the actual
decisions made and to ensure that any corrective action can be speedily taken. Detailed feedback
given long after the event is of little value in the operations of a business.
Emery and Thorsrud (1963) identify 6 criteria which a job needs to have in order to maintain the
interest of an employee. Such a job must:
be reasonably demanding in terms other than sheer endurance, yet provide a certain
amount of variety

x

allow the person to learn as (s)he works

x

give the person an area of decision making or responsibility which can be considered to
be his / her own

x

increase the person's respect for the task (s)he is undertaking

x

have a meaningful relationship with outside life

x

hold out some sort of desirable future, and not just in terms of promotion, because not
everyone can be promoted.
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The management of a business therefore needs to take into account the needs of the people
working in that business, and this must be reflected in the control system of that business.
Specifically this needs to be reflected in the setting of targets, the recognition of achievements
and the reward structure for the level of performance achieved.
10.12.1 Setting of targets
The targets set for managers need to be achievable but research has shown that targets which are
difficult to achieve and which stretch managers have a higher motivational effect than those
which are relatively easy to achieve. On the other hand targets which are too difficult to achieve
are felt to be unreasonable and therefore lead to a loss of motivation. Targets are set in the
budgeting process, which we will consider later, but it is important to recognise here that
research has also shown that people tend to set harder targets for themselves than those which are
set for them by others. This suggests the need for managerial involvement in the budgeting
process.
10.12.2 Recognising achievements
Recognition of achievements has a powerful motivational effect not only for the person
recognised but also for others who are aware of the recognition given. It is for this reason that
firms have tended to introduce achievement recognition systems such as the award of merit
certificates, distinctions, 'manager of the month' schemes, and prizes for the best performance.
10.12.3 Rewarding performance
The reward structure for managers needs to be related to their performance in such a way that a
manager can relate his / her rewards directly to performance. This performance however needs to
be measured in such a way that individual managerial performance can be directly translated into
company performance. Rewards systems normally operate in the form of bonuses and the
payment of a bonus can be related either to the individual manager meeting or exceeding his / her
target level of performance or to the performance of the company as a whole. The first method
aims to maximise individual performance while the second method aims to maximise company
performance and stresses the fact that each individual is contributing towards company
performance. There is merit in both methods of reward and it is for this reason that managerial
rewards and payment tend to be linked to both with a bonus payable partly for individual
performance and partly for company performance.
The operational control systems of a business need to recognise the problems associated with
setting standards of performance which are realistic and allow for the revision of standards on a
regular basis. The systems also need to recognise that business circumstances can change, and
that the economic and competitive climate can also change, thereby making theses standards
inappropriate. The control systems therefore need to be flexible and to encourage maximum
performance rather than merely the achievement of the standards set. This is particularly
important in a modern business environment where the emphasis is upon quality and level of
service rather than merely the control of the costs identified within the accounting system.
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10.13 Agency Theory
It is important to recognise that the firm is assumed to exist for the benefit of its owners who are
assumed to be solely interested in the maximisation of their wealth. Managers, on the other hand,
are the decision-makers in an organisation and they are implicitly assumed to automatically act in
the best interests of owners, either because they are also the owners, or because they share the
same interests. In other words, managers are assumed to make the same decisions that owners
would make, irrespective of the effect on their personal interests.
Managers are, therefore, assumed to assess objectively alternative actions, and always select the
option favoured by the owners of the firm. The management accountant, therefore, is then
concerned with providing the ‘right’ information combined with the ‘right’ decision-model
which will help the manager make the ‘right’ decision. An obvious criticism of this approach,
however, is that it fails to recognise that managers may not share the same interests as owners,
and that this is likely to impact upon real-world decision-making. Agency theory attempts to
address this problem, by providing a more realistic representation of decision-making.
Agency theory therefore recognises that people are unlikely to ignore their own self interest in
making decisions; in other words people do not behave altruistically. It is a relatively new
approach to analysing decision-making which provides a framework within which the political
and behavioural aspects of decision-making can be considered as part of the decision making
process. The theory is therefore positive rather than normative as it seeks to understand and
explain what happens in practice rather than seeking to prescribe what ought to happen. It
recognises that the manager is an agent of the owners of the firm, whose actions the management
accounting system seeks to influence.
An agency relationship exists whenever one party, the principal (P), hires another party, the agent
(A), to perform some task. This relationship applies to many superior / subordinate relationships
in business and elsewhere, and in a management accounting context, agency relationships can be
seen to exist between shareholders and directors, between directors and managers (including
divisional managers), and between managers and other employees. In this chapter, we will
concentrate on the relationship between the owners of the firm and its managers – in other words
the owner-manager principal-agent relationship.
Under Agency Theory both P and A are assumed to be rational economic persons: in other words
they know what they are doing and they act consistently and rationally. They are both assumed
to be motivated by self-interest alone, although the theory recognises that they possess different
preferences, beliefs and information. Both wish to maximise their own ‘utility’ (the value or
benefit they place on any economic good they receive). P and A may also have different
attitudes to risk, an issue to which we return later. Agency theory is concerned with the design of
effective contracts between the P and A, which specify the combination of incentives, risksharing and information system which maximise the utility of P subject to the constraints
imposed by ensuring that A’s self-interest will also be served through his / her actions. Thus
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Agency Theory provides a means of establishing a contract between the principal and the agent
which will lead to optimal performance by the agent on behalf of the principal. This can be
depicted thus:
Fig 10.10
Optimal Contracts: balancing risk, incentives and choice of information system

Focusing on the shareholder-manager agency relationship, the key elements of agency theory
will now be examined.
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The owners of the firm provide capital to the firm, and are assumed to be interested solely in the
returns to be derived from their use of capital in the firm – in other words the expected monetary
value of their investment. Managers, on the other hand, not only derive utility from their wealth,
provided through their employment in the firm, but also from their leisure time, when they are
not employed by the firm.. thus managers drive utility from all their activities, whether or not
these activities are associated with the firm by which they are employed It is important to
appreciate this distinction between ‘utility’ and ‘monetary wealth’ in this context, as utility
applies to well being in general rather than simply to wealth.
While it is certainly true that managers derive utility from additional wealth, it must be
recognised that this is unlikely to be in the form of a linear relationship whereby each increment
to wealth results in the same addition to utility. Managers will derive greater incremental utility
from additions to wealth from lower levels of wealth, but as wealth increases the extra amount of
utility gained from each unit addition to wealth will diminish. In other words, the utility which
managers derive from wealth is subject to decreasing marginal returns.
For example, a manager who is paid £100,000 per annum derives greater utility from the first
£10,000 of pay then that which takes his pay from £90,000 to £100,000. At higher levels of pay,
non-financial factors associated with employment such as status, job-related pressure and so on
take on greater significance.
The manager’s utility function in relation to income received from employment can thus be
shown as follows:
Fig 10.11
The manager’s utility function

Utility

Manager’s pay (£)
In addition however, managers are assumed to value their own leisure time, which means that
they attach disutility to effort. The extra utility which is derived from higher levels of
compensation is offest, therefore, by the negative utility which is derived from any extra effort
required of the manager to achieve that higher level of compensation. The term ‘leisure’ in this
context is defined as the opposite of any effort that increases the expected value of the firm to its
owners. It includes the manager’s consumption of so-called ‘perquisites’ (commonly known as
perks), which are benefits relating to the job such as company cars, lavish offices, and so on. The
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consumption of such perquisites diverts the owners’ capital away from what the owners would
regard as desirable productive investments into the manager’s own consumption.
Therefore, to summarise, the owners supply capital to the firm and hire managers to act on their
behalf. Managers allocate their time at work between productive effort and leisure (‘shirking’),
and also allocate the firm’s resources between productive investments and the consumption of
perquisites.
An intuitive solution to the above situation would be for owners to simply monitor the actions of
managers to reduce shirking and the over-consumption of perquisites. This, however, can be
extremely difficult in practice. There are several reasons why this monitoring is difficult in
practice. Firstly, the tasks undertaken by managers are generally considered to be relatively
complex and consequently not well understood by the owners who are not involved in the
detailed running of the business. Secondly, the decisions made by managers are taken in an
uncertain environment, which makes it difficult for owners to judge the appropriateness of
managerial actions in any particular set of circumstances. Finally, and perhaps most importantly,
information is not evenly distributed between managers and owners. This problem is known as
‘information asymmetry’ and has two separate, though related elements: moral hazard and
adverse selection.
10.13.1 Moral hazard
Moral hazard arises where it is difficult or costly for owners to observe or infer the amount of
effort exerted by managers. In such a situation, there is an inevitable temptation for managers to
avoid working to the terms of the agreed employment contract, since owners are unable to assess
the ‘true picture’. Managers may also have the incentive as well as the means to conceal the
‘true picture’ by misrepresenting the actual outcomes reported to the owners. Accounting
provides one such means for misrepresentation through its ability to represent outcomes from any
course of action in more than one way – a point which we will return to in subsequent chapters.
10.13.2 Adverse selection
Whereas moral hazard relates to the ‘post-decision’ consequences of information asymmetry,
adverse selection is concerned with the ‘pre-decision’ situation. Since all the information that is
available to the manager at the time a decision is made is not also available to the owner, then the
owner cannot be sure that the manager made the right decision in the circumstances. In addition,
the manager has no incentive to reveal what he knows since this will then make it easier for the
principal to properly assess his actions in the future. This is known as ‘information
impactedness’.
The existence of ‘information asymmetry’ means that for owners to obtain relevant information
concerning the manager’s effort, they must either rely on the communications received from the
managers themselves, or must incur monitoring costs. An example of monitoring costs would
include the annual audit of the firm’s financial statements; indeed such auditing of financial
statements was instituted as a means of safeguarding such investments in firms made by those
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who had no part in the operational activity of the firm. In the context of the agency relationship
between top management and divisional management, such monitoring costs would include the
cost of employing head office staff to monitor the performance of divisions. One approach to
this problem is to get managers to commit to acting in the best interests of the owners, but in this
situation the owners will incur a bonding cost to effect this relationship. Even in this situation
however since managers may not share the same beliefs and preferences as the owner, there may
still however, be a ‘residual loss’.
Information asymmetry can be depicted as follows:
Fig 10.12
Information Asymmetry
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Agency theory, as applied in practice, is concerned with the design of employment contracts
which reduce shirking and the consumption of perquisites, so that instead of managers acting in
their own interests they are encouraged to act more in the interests of the owners of the firm.
Solutions to agency problems are often described as ‘second-best’. This is due to the conflicting
implications of the incentive-effect and the risk-sharing aspect of the agency relationship. These
should be interrelated as follows:
Fig 10.13
Risk sharing

On the one hand, the optimal contract should achieve optimal risk-sharing. As the owner is able
to hold a diversified portfolio of shares, it is usually assumed that he is risk-neutral and will not
take risk into account in deciding between one course of action and another. The manager, on the
other hand, clearly cannot diversify his job, and is more likely to be risk-averse and hence to
make risk minimising decisions. In this situation therefore optimal risk-sharing would imply that
the owner of the firm should bear the most risk, since the manager will require compensation for
risk-bearing, whereas the owner will not.
A flat fee paid to the manager irrespective of performance achieves this, since the manager’s
salary is shielded from the uncertainty which affects expected outcomes. Such a flat fee as
remuneration for the manager’s effort, however, provides no incentive for the manager to exert
optimum effort. Due to the fact that the manager’s effort cannot realistically be observed, then
only if the manager’s income is linked to performance will the manager be motivated to
contribute more effort. This, in turn, exposes the manager to risk. A double-edged sword is
evident. The more a manager’s income is dependent upon performance, the greater the incentive
effect, yet at the same time, the sharing of risk becomes increasingly sub-optimal.
The ‘first-best’ solution would be to pay a flat fee to reward ‘conscientious’ managers who do
exert optimum effort. Such a ‘first-best’ solution is not viable, however, since it is not
realistically possible to judge whether or not a manager has acted ‘conscientiously’ in any
particular set of circumstances.

10.15 The Limitations of Agency Theory
While Agency theory offers a number of advantages in the way in which it explains managerial
behaviour in organisations it is necessary to recognise that it also suffers from a number of
limitations:
1. It is based on a single-period model. In other words, it is not a dynamic model, and may
not be applicable in more realistic multi-period settings.
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2. Its assumption that both principal and agent are rational utility maximisers is
questionable.
3. The analysis is limited to one principal and one agent, and therefore the results may not
be applicable in multi principal and multi agent settings.
10.16 Conclusions
We have covered a lot of ground in this chapter, but leadership is a complex subject and crucial
to the understand of the operation of CSR in an organisation. There are a lot of leadership
theories which have some application and relevance. Equally Agency Theory is an important
aspect of understanding organisational behaviour.
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10.19 Self-test Questions
1.
2.
3.
4.

What leadership styles are there?
Why is feedback important?
What is moral hazard and why is it important?
What is emergent strategy?
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Notes

Notes
1

Similarly once an animal or plant species becomes extinct then the benefits of that species to the
environment can no longer be accrued. In view of the fact that many pharmaceuticals are currently being
developed from plant species still being discovered this may be significant for the future.
2
"I am guilty.”
3
They are of course included in the costs of the firm’s activities and thereby in its accounting but all the
costs and benefits resulting from such action are not fully recognised through traditional accounting.
4
This will be dealt with more fully in chapter 6.
5
In other words the extent of regulation in this area has increased in recent years and is continuing to
increase.
6
See later chapters for further explanation of this claim.
7
It needs a very careful reading of the annual report to discover this.
8
www.bp.com
9
From http://www.bat.com/oneweb/sites/uk__3mnfen.nsf/
vwPagesWebLive/53D459A7C9548DC480256BF4000331DD?opendocument&DTC=&SID=
accessed on 21 August 2007
10
From http://www.ryanair.com/site/EN/about.php?page=About&sec=environment accessed on 21 August
2007
11
We base our assertion regarding all businesses upon our study of the FTSE100 businesses, and so
recognize that our claim may not have universal truth.
12
In actual fact Lovelock claimed in his hypothesis that the earth and all its constituent parts were
interdependent. It is merely an extension of this hypothesis to claim the interrelationship of human activity
whether enacted through organisations or not.
13
An example is the Cadbury Report.
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